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NOTICE.

The plates of the present Decade were all drawn on stone by-

Mr. H. Smith, at the office of the Survey, and printed by Mr.

Mathews, the well known lithographer of Montreal. The Decade,

like those which have preceded it, will be placed in the hands of

respectable booksellers for sale at a moderate price ; and, judging

from the demand for the first one issued, there is good reason to

believe that the whole edition of two thousand copies will be

ultimately disposed of, and that the work will repay the expenses

of publication.

W. E. LOGAN.

MOKTRKAi., 1st Maj-, 1859.
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The following Decade contains descriptions of all the Crinoids of

the Lower Silurian rocks of Canada, of which specimens have been

procured in such a state of preservation as to admit of their being

characterized. Of these, five belong to the Chazy limestone, and

the remainder to the Birdseye, Black River, Trenton, and Hudson

River formations. Altogether we have about fifty ppecies, including

several which have been as yet recognized by their columns only.

Of the thirteen genera to which I have referred these species

two, Rhodocrimis (Miller,) and Glyptocrintis (Hall), occur in the

Silurian rocks of Europe, but none of the species are common to

both sides of the Atlantic. Five of the genera, Heteroainus,

Glyptocrlnus, Dendroainus, Leca7iocri>ms, and Rhodocrinus, have been

found in the State of New York, the first two in the T ower Silurian

and the last three in the Upper Silurian. None of tht other eight

genera have been noticed as occurring out of Canada, although it is

highly probable that some, if not all of them, will, in course of time,

be discovered in the Silurian rocks of the adjacent countries.

The most remarkable species is the one to which we have given

the name of Btastoidocrimis carcharicedens. This fossil, by the

structure of its ventral surface, is closely allied to Pentremkes, the

typical genus of the order Blastoideae, while the arrangement of the

plates in the walls of the lower part of the body, so far as it can

be made out from the imperfect specimens that have been collected,

seems to connect it with the Crinoideae. The species is interesting,

as it shews us that the organization peculiar to the Blastoideae,
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heretofore not known in rocks of a more ancient date than those

of the higher portions of Upper Silurian, made its appearance or

existed in the Lower Silurian period.

In order to render the work more useful to the student I liave

given an introductory section, containing a short account of the

history and structure of the Crinoideae.

E. BILLINGS.
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On the Crinoide^ of the Lower Silurian Rocks of Canada. By
E. Billings, F. G.S.

SECTION I.

1 i«
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HISTORY AND STRUCTURE OF THE CRINOIDEJE.

Among the various animal forms that lie entombed in the fossil-

iferous portion of the earth's crust, none have attracted a greater

amount of attention than the Lily Encrinites, or Crinoids,—that

group of organic rcm.ains to which the following memoir is devoted.

Their great abundance in many of the geological formations, the

remarkable shapes of the separated fragments of the skeleton, and

the peculiar flower-like form of the perfect specimens, must have in

all ages excited the curiosity of those whose tastes led them to take

an interest in the varied objects of nature
; yet it is only within the

last century and a half that the first correct ideas concerning their

characters began to dawn upon the human understanding. Dr.

Mantel informs us that the circular perforated joints of the column

occur in the tumuli of the ancient Britons, under such circum-

stances as to render it quite certain that our forefathers used them

for ornamental purposed, and perhaps as objects of veneration in

some way connected with the rites of the druidic religion. We
have no reason however to believe that they were at that time

supposed to be of animal origin. In more recent times they were

called, by the peasantry, •' fairy-stones," " St. Cuthbcrt's beads,"

"screw-stones," or "pulley-stones"; and in Germany, ^^ Rosenkranz-

stcinc," rosary-beads;" ^* Hu7inmthraencn" giant's tears; or ^* Raeder-

steinc" wheel-stones ;—some of these names having been suggested

by their form and others originating in the superstitions of earlier

ages.

It appears that the earliest publication in which has been found

any allusion to the Crinoideae is a book written in 1558 by Agricola,

U
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8 IIISTOIIY OP THE CRINOIDEJ!:.

the ingenious Gorman niintT who tiiuglit that petrifactions were not

the remains of things which once had an actual exiHtence as living

creatures, hut simply the shajjes of animals generated in the solid

rock hy some material principle rendered active by the subterranean

heat. Entertaining such views, ho could not be expectcul to contri-

bute any important assistance in determining the true characters of

fossils which bore no resemblance to any animal then known.

From several passages which occur iti the writings of this author

it seems that, previously to his time, naturalists had given to the

different parts of the skeletons of the Crinoids, such as the joints

of the stalk or the flower-shaped body, the names of " Trochites"

*^ EiUruchits,''^ and '•^ Encrinus" the latter giving origin to the term
'* Encrinite," afterwards used as a general designation for the whole

order. Agricola bestowed the name of Pcntucriniis upon the bodies

of that species now so well known as Encrinus monillfnfmis, applying

it not to the whole of the cup, but to specimens which had lost the

arms. The separated joints of the pentagonal column, which are

somewhat like a five-rayed star, he called Astroitcs or Asterla. It is

scarcely necessary to add that he did not believe them to be animal

remains.

Soon after the time of Agricola the nature of crinoidal remains

became a subject of much discussion, and exercised greatly the

speculative faculties of a host of writers who were more or less

interested in settling the grand problem,— whether or not fossils

were of animal origin. For nearly two centuries many of those

who placed any confidence whatever in the affirmative of the

question still regarded the Crinoids as fossil plants, and contended

that the body with its branching arms was the root ; others thought

that the jointed stalks were the petrified vertebral columns of fishes;

while some compared them to the siphuncles of Orthoceratites.

It was not until 1719 that one Ilosinus published the opinion that

the Cnnoids were the remains of animals closely allied to the Star-

fishes, and endeavored to shew that they were provided with a stalk,

notwithsianding their animal nature. When it is taken into consi-

deration that at that time no living creature with a structure at all

resembling the organism suggested by Rosinus was known, it is

clear that such a view must have appeared quite extraordinary to

most of the naturalists of the age. A correct theory however often

precedes its confirmation, and forty-two years afterwards, or in 1761,

a living encrinite, the Pcntacrinus caimt-Medusce, was drawn up from

the bottom of the sea with all its parts constructed exactly in
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accordance with the id«'U8 of Rosliius. From the elate of this

discovery it niny he Huid tiiiit the aniinul origin < I tlie fosHil (.Vinoida

was perfectly well established ; but no advance was rnaile towards

their chissification, upon principles deduced from the rehitions of the

dirterent parts of the skeleton, until 1821, when Miller published

his work, "The Natural History of the Crinoidea'."*

In this work Miller shews that the calcareous plates which

constitute the frame of an encrinite have a (piincpu'parlite arrange-

snent, or consist of five similar sets of plates, which, when si)read

cut in a plane with the base of the cup for a centre, assume the form

oi a star with five rays. He also pointed out how the genera could

be founded upon the various modifications of these rays and upon

the number and position of the other phiter-t, such as the sub-radials

and iuter-radials. Up to the present time scarcely any improvement

has beni made upon the generic system of Miller. The nomencla-

ture demised by him however fcr the difl'erent plates has been found

inconveuifnt, and others much more useful in application have been

substituted. The rules for the construction and determination of

genera used by all subsequent authors are essentially those of jNIiller,

and to him, therefore, belongs the credit of having first correctly

analyzed the fckelcton of the Crinoidea*.

In June, ISSa, the famous discovery of Thompson, that, In the

young state, the (^oinatula so abundant in some of the existing seas

are true Crinoids, vas communicated to the Royal Society.t In that

paper it was shewn that, at certain seasons of the year, the grooves

in the pinuulae of tht rays of Comatula Europcea are fillcMi with eggs

to such an extent that •ihe soft skin which covers the furro\r becomes

greatly distended, and tint shortly afterwards the eggs are discharged

and myriads of them dist.ibuted about upon sea-weeds, shells, and

other marine objects. At first a short, thick stalk, supporting a

small, cluh-shaped head, wliK-h exhibits only obscure indications of

arms, springs from the deposit;>d egg ; but soon the stalk increases

in length, the arms are unfoUed, and a perfect Crinoid is thus

produced from the egg of a Comiula. The form and structure so

,
i.i'

'
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• A Natural History of the Crinoidea or Lilj-shaped Auiraals, with observations on

the genera Jtsteria, Euryale, Comatula and Marmpites. 4to. 50 colored plates. By
J. S. Miller, A.L.S. Bristol, 1821.

t Memoir on the Star-fish of the genus Comntwn, demonstrative of the Pentacrinua

Europipus, being the young of our Indigenous Speciee. By John V. Thompson, F.L.S.,

Deputy Insi)ector-General of Hospitals. Communicated by Sir James McGrigor, F.R.S.

Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, volume xx., page 295.
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much resembles the large West Indian Pentacriniis, that it was for

several years thought to be a distinct species of that genus, and was

in consequence called Pentacrinus EurojytBiis. When further advanced

the head, having assumed the form of a ComaUda, separates from

the stalk, and during the remainder of its life moves about through

the ocean. As the highly important paper in which this wonderful

fact was communicated to the world ought to be in the hands of

every student of geology, and as also it is difficult to procure, I hava

published it entire, with copies of all the original figures, at the ecd

of this Decade.

The next publication in which any great advance in the knowledge

of the anatomy of the Crinoideae was made appeared, in J 841, in the

" Transactions of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Berlin." \t was

a paper entitled, " On the Structure of Pentacrinus caput-MeJuste"*
containing the observations made by the late Professor J. Miiller

while dissecting a specimen which had been captured in the West
Indian seas and preserved in spirits. In this memoir P'of. Miiller

shewed that the grooves which extend from the moutli along the

ventral surface to the bases of the arms, and are thence continued

upon the arms to their extremities, are true ambulacra, closely allied

to those of the Star-fishes. He also greatly impro''ed the nomen-

clature of the different portions of the skeleton.

In 1854 MM. L. DeKoninck and H. LeHon issued an admirable

work, entitled " Researches on the Crinoids of the Carboniferous

Formation of Belgium,"t in which these exce'lent palaiontologists

give a most able review of the whole subject of the skeleton and

classification of these fossils. They have improved the nomen-

clature, until it is now nearly perfect ; «nd they also devised an

ingenious fonnula, by the use of which a^'l the leading characters of

a genus can be expressed by a few wom's and figures. I shall make
an application of this formula to al' the Canadian genera. The

work besides includes a catalogue giving the title, date of publication

and author's name of every book or pamphlet known to contain any

description or allusion to the Criiuids from the time of Agricola, in

155S, up to the year 1854. T'jore are upwards of three hundred

• Uber den Hau des Pentacrinw caput-Medn.io!. (Abhandlungen der Koniglichcn

Academic dcr Wisenschafflcn zu Bcrin, 1841, page 177.)

t Rccherclies sur les Crinoides du Terrain Carbonifere de la Belgique. Par L.

DeKoninck et II. LeIIon, suivics d'une notice sur le genere Woodocrinus. Bruxellea,

1854.
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different works noticed ; and to collect so great a mass of authority

must have cost a vast amount of labor.

The above are the most important works containing information

relative to the structure of the Crinoideae founded upon the per-

sonal observations of the authors. The list of books, or periodicals

with articles or papers describing new species or genera, is too

extensive to be given in this place ; and I shall therefore now
proceed to notice in detail the different portions of the skeleton of

the Crinoids, and to explain the meaning of the technical terms used

in the subsequent portion of this memoir.

I. The Column or StaJk,

The column usually consists of a long and slender cylindrical stalk,

composed of numerous short joints, so closely articulated together,

that, during the life of the animal, it must have possessed a very

considerable amount of flexibility. It seems probable that in species

where the joints are alternately large and small, as in Glyptocrinus,

there was a greater degree of pliancy than in those instances where

it is formed of thin, equally large circular plates, as in the lower

part of the appendage in Rhodocrimis pyri/ormis. In the Corniferous

limestone smooth round columns one inch in thickness are often

found, and these are so firmly constructed, that they must have stood

upright, supporting the body of the Crinoid, as upon the top of a

pillar. The columns are either pentagonal throughout their whole

length, or pentagonal in one part and round in another, or altogether

round and smooth. In all the species they are perforated from top

to bottom by a small central canal, which is also either circular or

pentagonal. This canal no doubt served the purpose of conveying

the nourishment from the interior of the body to every part of

the column, by which its growth was provided for. In nearly all

Crinoids the lower extremity of the column was attached to the

bottom of the sea or some other solid object, such as pieces of

floating timber, either by a number of branching rootlets, as in

Rfmlociinus jnj7-!furm'n\ or by a broad, solid base, as in Cleiocriniis

regius. I think h'^wever that certain Lower Silurian species were

free, and moved about through the water, dragging their columns

after them. I have seen at least a hundred columns of Gli/ptocrinus

ramulosus with the lower part preserved, and could never discover

any signs of an attachment. In this species the column at the upper

end is often half an inch in thickness, and it tapers gradually to half

m
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a line at the lower extremity, a short piece of which, when found

perfect, is always closely curled up, like a miniature coil of rope.

I think also that sometimes the attached species had their columns

broken off by some accident, and that the animal lived long after-

wards free, but with a portion still connected with the body. I

have seen specimens of Rhodocrinus pyriformis with from six to ten

inches of the column attached to the base of the cup, with the

terminal joint where the fracture occurred rounded, and the alimen-

tary canal closed, or, as it were, healed up. There does not appear

to be any way of accounting for this condition of the column, unless

upon the above supposition.

The species of the genus Comatula now living, all of which are

true Criuoids, are attached while young, but free in the adult state.

The invaluable observations of Thompson on this genus will, as

already stated, be found at the end of this Decade. The Marsupiles

of the Chalk which have no column were also free Crinoids.

II. Side-a7-ms or Cirri.
1

The side-arms or cirri are long, slender-jointed appendages,

attached to the column, the purpose of which does not appear to

be well understood. They have not yet been found on any of the

Lower Silurian species. Some of them are represented in the

figures given at the end of this Decade, in the article upon

Comatula.

III. The Basal Plates.

The base of the cup consists of a set of plates arranged in a circle

on the top of the column, and in some species where they are large

constitutes a saucer-shaped support for the viscera, to the centre of

tlie bottom of which support the column is attached. This part of the

skeleton has usually been called the pelvis. In nearly all the Lower

Silurian species there are five basal plates ; in the Upper Silurian,

species with three or four are not uncommon ; while in the Devonian

those with five plates are comparatively rare.

IV. The Suh^adial Plates.

UJ These are always five, and constitute a row resting upon the

upper edges of the basals. They occur in the genera Palaiocrinus,

m
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DendrocrinuSf Porocr; U3, Carabocrinus, Rhodocrimis, and others. In

Glyplocrinus, Hefcrocrinus, Thysanocrinus, Hyhocrinus, and Cleiocrinus,

there are no sub-radials, the rays springing immediately from the

basals.

hirge

V. The Rays and Radial Plates.

In all Crinoids there are five rays, the lower plates or extremities

of which are included in the structure of the cup and form part of

the shell, while the upper portions are prolonged above the body,

and constitute the arms, which are generally free and more or less

branched. In Rhodocrimis and Glyplocrinus each ray consists at

first of a single series of three plates, sometimes called the primary

radials or simply the radials; it then divides into two series, called

the secondary radials. In these two genera the primary and secon-

dary radials enter into the composition of the cup. In Glyplocrinus

the first or lowest primary radials rest upon the upper edges of the

basal plates, alternating so that each ray is supported by the conti-

guous sides of two of the basals. In Rhodocrimis there is a series

of sub-radials between the basals and primary radials. In such

genera as Palaocrimis, Carahocrinus, Dendrocrinus, and Porocrinus, the

first primary radial only is included in the walls of the cup, but the

second plate and all above it are free. In the very remarkable

genus Clciocritius the primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary and

quinary rays are all firmly connected together, the free arms com-

mencing with the sixth or seventh division.

The student will find many other modifications of the radial

system of the Crinoideae by consulting the works of various palaeon-

tologists ; but the above are the more common ones, and those most

prevalent in the Lower Silurian of Canada.

VI. The Inlcr-radials.

The divisional space between two rays is called an inter-radius

;

and as there are five rays, there must be of course an equal number

of inter-radii. Four of these are always of equal size, and are called

the "regular inter-radii," and when they contain plates these are

designated the "regular inter-radials." The fifth is larger than

either of the other four, and is called the "azygos inter-radius," from

the Greek azvgos, •' unyoked," or " not paired." The plates in this

inter-radius are called the azygos inter-radials. In most works the

"azygos inter-radials" are termed ''anal plates," but as they are

aj
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14 STRUCTURE OF THE CRINOIDEiE,

not anal plates, I think another name preferable. The azygos inter-

radiak always mark the anteric side of the animal, or that side

towards which the mouth is most approximated. The posterior side

is directly opposite, and indicated by the azygos ray. There are

thus in every Crinoid two pairs of rays, the right and the left, and

an odd or azygos ray. There are also two pairs of inter-radii, the

right and left pairs, and an odd one, which is the azygos or anterior

inter-radius. When a Crinoid is placed with its anterior side

towards the observer, the left anterior ray is opposite his right

hand and the right anterior ray opposite his left. Such genera as

Ghjptocrimis and Rhodocrinus have both regular and azygos inter-

radials, but PaltBocrinus, Carahocrinus and others of a similar struc-

ture, have only the latter.

rm

H

I

VII. The Mouthy the Ambulacral Grooves, and Ambulacral Orifices.

The space on the upper part of the body surrounded by the arms

is called the ventral surface, and, by some authors, the vault. It is

covered with plates, which are usually smaller than those of the

walls of the cup, and disposed without any observable order.

The mouth is a circular or oval aperture, situated either in the

centre of the vault or between the centre and the margin of the cup,

towards the anterior side or below the margin in the side. It

sometimes consists of a tube called the *' proboscis," which rises

from two or three lines to more than an inch above the surface.

In some species, such as Caryocrinus omatus (Say), it is closed by a

valvular apparatus consisting of five or six small triangular plates.

In Pcntacrinus cajnit-Medtisa there is a central orifice, and, proceed-

ing from it, five ambulacral grooves on the surface of the vault,

which radiate outwards and divide into ten before reaching the

margin. The ten grooves proceed straight to the bases of the

ten secondary rays or free arms, and are continued upon them to

their extremities. The main grooves send out branches to all the

divisions of the arms and to each of the pinnulae. The grooves

throughout their whole length are covered over with a soft skin,

through which there are numerous minute circular perforations

arranged in two rows, one along each side of the groove. These

orifices are supposed to be passages for the fluid which serves to

extend or retract a set of small sucking feet which are visible on the

outside, one over each orifice. The margins of the grooves are

bordered by small erect moveuble plates, which extend along the
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sides like a fence of minute palings. These are the " margi7ial plates

of the ambulacraJ grooves.^*

Figure 1.

Figure 1. Diagram of the ventral surface of Pentacrinus caput-Medusa. The
central orifice is surposed to be the mouth ; the other, the anus. One of

the grooves is represented as being closed over hj the marginal plates.

The grooves are covered passages, along which are conveyed from

the interior of the body to the arms and pinnulae a number of

tubular vessels whose functions appear to be of great importance in

the physiology of the Crinoids. As the eggs from which the young

are produced are developed in the pinnulao, no doubt there must be

an organ of some kind connected with their generation which

communicates with the viscera of the animal by passing along the

grooves. Another set of vessels are the aquiferous canals, consisting

of long, slender tubes, for the conveyance of the fluid by which the

sucking feet of the arms and pinnulae are extended or retracted.

To these must be added the blood-vessels, nervous filaments, and

muscles. Traces only of these have been actually observed, but tlie

almost perfect identity in structure between the ambulacra of the

Crinoids and those of the Star-fishes, in which it is well known that

such organs do exist, renders it quite certain that the former as well

as the latter are provided with a full set of ambulacral vessels.

In many of the extinct species of Crinoids, although the arms and

pinnulae are grooved, yet there are no grooves leading from the

bases of the arms to the mouth ; and it therefore becomes probable

that the ambulacral vessels of the arms and pinnulae do not enter

the body through that orifice. Indeed in a great many species, as

the mouth is situated in the top of a tube which is sometimes longer

than the arms and rises above them, it seems impossible that they

r
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could gain access to the interior by that route. Accordingly a more

direct passage is provided. In a great many species which have no

calyciiial grooves there is an aperture at the base of each arm in

which the groove of the arm terminates. I think that in such

species the ambulacral vessels, after descending from the extremity

of the arms to the bases of the arms, pass directly into the body

through these apertures. I have therefore, in Decade III., proposed

to call these the " ambulacral orifices."

The genera in which they are most conspicuous are Acdnocrinus,

Rhodocrhius, and Flatijcrlnus, but there is abundant evidence of their

presence in a great many other genera. The subject of these

orifices requires a good deal of investigation, as there appear to be

many important modifications upon which our Canadian specimens

throw no light. In fact all our Lower Silurian species are in such

a bad state of preservation, that many years must elapse before the

whole of their characters can be worked out. The principal varia-

tions in the position of these orifices exhibited by different of the

Crinolds, are the following:

—

1. Critioids with the ambulacra continued from the base of the

arms over the ventral surface to the mouth—no ambulacral orifices

distinct from the mouth,

—

Comatula, Pcntacrinus, Palaocrinns.

2. Crinoids with the ambulacra continued from the bases of the

arms to a single ambulacral orifice in or near the centre—the mouth

on one side

—

SpheBrocrhms, Crotalocrimis, Palaocrinus, Carahocr'mus.

3. Crinoids with an ambulacral orifice at the base of each arm,

the mouth either central or between the centre and one side.

The following figures exhibit some examples of the variations

in the position of the mouth and ambulacral orifices in different

species :

—

I%

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Figure 2. View of the ventral surface of Sphterocrinut geometricu* (Goldfuss sp.).

m, the mouth.

" 3. Ventral surface of Rhodocrinus veru$. m, tlie mouth.

" 4. Crotalocrinus. (From Sir R. I. Murchison's Siluria, Ist edition, p. 219.)
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In S. geometricus the space on the ventral surface surrounded by

the arms is proportionally much smaller than it is in most other

species. The arms stand in a circle which is one half the diameter

of the cup. In the centre of this circular space there appears to

have been no large plates. The arms are not placed on the edges

of the primary radials, but near the centres of the plate? , which

have at the point of attachment of the arm in each a small perfo-

ration, supposed to be a passage for the brachial muscles. From
these points shallow grooves proceed to the open space in the

centre. The mouth is situated on one side, between two of tin

arms, as represented in figure 2, m.

In Rhodocrhius there are no grooves upon the ventral surface, and

the mouth is at one side, between two of the arms (see figure 3, m).

The ambulacral vessels must therefore have passed directly into

the interior through orifices at the bases of the arms.

In Crotalocriims the mouth appears to be central, and provided

with an apparatus of small plates by which it could be opened or

closed. The ambulacral grooves radiate from it, and divide twice

or oftener before reaching the bases of the arms. There must be

therefore at least twenty arms, one for each branch of the grooves.

The grooves are provided with marginal plates, which are repre-

sented in the figure closed down, those of one side of the groove

interlocking with those on the other side, and thus forming a roof-

like covering over the ambulacral vessels.

T^' r
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SECTION II.

CRINOIDEiE OP THE CHAZY LIMESTONE.

sp.).

The lower part of the Chazy group consists of sandstones, shales,

and impure calcareous rocks, and the upper part of limestone, in

general thick«bedded and densely crowded with organic remains.

Some of the strata of this limestone are composed almost entirely

of BJiynconella plena, others of several undescribod species of Orthix.

while many of them are little else than compact masses of the

comminuted remains of Cystideans and Crinoids.

B
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There are at the present time known to be eleven species of

Crinoids in this formation, and of these five will be characterized in

the following pages ; but of the other six we have as yet only the

columns and some of the detached plates. Although we cannot

determine the genera of these six species, yet it is quite certain that

they are different, not only from those hereinafter described, but

also from each other. None of the species are clearly identical

with any that occur in either the Black River or the Trenton

limestones, although one, Ihjhocrinus imstinus, is closely allied to

H. tumidus^ and may perliaps be a variety thereof.

The Crinoids and Cystideans of the Chazy appear to have been

confined to a comparatively small area of the Silurian ocean. The
grey limestone in which they occur is exposed in numerous localities

on the islands of Montreal, Jesus, and Bizard, and in that tract of

Silurian country which lies between the Ottawa and St. Lawrence

rivers. It also extends from the island of Montreal sojitherly to the

neighbourhood of Lake Champlain, and is largely exposed at the

village of Chazy, the typical locality of the formation. This part

of the formation has not been identified west of Kingston, nor so far

east as Three Rivers. It lies therefore altogether within an area

of about two hundred miles in length by oue hundred in breadth.

Outside of this area none of the Chazy Crinoids or Cystideans have

been discovered.

Although for practical purposes it is most useful to treat of the

Chazy as a formation distinct from that of the Birdseye and Black

River limestone, yet the two deposits are most closely connected

zoologically, since we find that, out of seventy-five species, about

twenty, or more than one fourth, are common to both.

Blastoidocrinus carciiari^dens, Billings.

Plate I. Figures la. In.

Description.—Although the remains of the somewhat extraordinary

species for which the above name is proposed are exceedingly

abundant in the Chazy Limestone, and have for a long time attracted

the attention of geologists, yet no specimens have been collected

sufficiently perfect to enable us to make out the arrangement of all

the parts. Indeed, so remarkable is the form of the principal plates,

and so unlike any other fossils known in the Lower Silurian rocks,

that, until very recently, no one has succeeded in shewing how they
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could be brought together at all in such a manner as to constitute

an organic structure. By several fortunate discoveries, however, of

fragments of the body, with some of the plates still occupying their

natural position, we are now in possession of data by which the

more important details can be demonstrated, and no doubt other

specimens will in course of time be found to supply the remainder.

The remains of this species most usually occur in an extremely

comminuted state, and in such abundance that in many localities

they constitute almost the whole of the ingredients of beds of solid

rocks, of from six inches to tliree feet in thickness. Very frequently,

where the rock has been long exposed to the action of the atmos-

phere, the large unbroken plates are weathered out and displayed in

strong relief upon the surfaces of the strata ; and as they are easily

recognized and strictly characteristic of the Chazy limestone, they

constitute a most valuable and safe guide to the explorer in tracing

out the distribution of the formation, or in determining the age of

isolated patches where other fossils may be absent, or where the test

of superposition cannot be made available.

The form of these large plates is nearly triangular, two of the

sides being straight or gently curved outwards, .and the third more

or less strongly arched inwards. This last mentioned side, when the

plate is in its natural position in the perfect cup, is the lower side,

and the angle immediately opposite to it the apex. The plates are

not flat, but have a concavity extending from the apex downwards,

being the deepest at the base, thus giving a form somewhat like that

of an ordinary shoe-lifter. The length of the base measured in a

straight line between the two lower angles, and, without following

the curvature, is, in a specimen of the average size, about ten linco

;

the length of the other two sides, when compared with the base, is

either equal to it or a little greater. The suiface is ornamented with

fine straight parallel striae, from six to ten in the width of a line, and

running in a direction from the base upwards. When the specimens

are a little worn these strife are obliterated, and the surface is then

smooth or granular. The concave side of the plate is the outer side.

The specimen represented by figures 1/, Ik and 1^, Plato I., shews

that the upper or ventral surface of the perfect fossil is divided into

five equal portions by five rays or pseudambulacra, which radiate

from the centre outwards, and that the place of the triangular plates

above described is in the angles between the rays. There are thus

five of these plates in the skeleton of each individual. The rays

consist of two rows of narrow, elongated plates, placed transversely,

•n
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.rid which appear to be the homologues of the ambulacral plates of

the rays in the genus Paitrcmitcs. The width of the rays near the

centre is two lines, and there are four of the small transverse or

ambulacral ossicula in the length of one line. The specimen does

not shew the centre of the ventral surface, so that we cannot deter-

mine whether the mouth was situated there or not. In order to

exhibit the analogy or affinity between this genus and Paitrcmitcs, I

have had the following figures prepared :

—

n

It
[

Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

The ventral surface of Pentremites pyriformit (Say), rf, the deltoid

plates, extending only half the length of the pseudambulacra.

The ventral surface of Blastoidocrinus carcharicedens. d, the deltoid

plates, extending the whole length of the pseudambulacra. The

unshaded space in the centre is most probably the place of the

mouth.

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Figure 1. Side view of P. pyriformis.

" 8. The same, but with the deltoid plates extended to the extremities of

the pseudambulacra, as in B, carchariadens.

From the above figures it appears quite probable that the large

triangular plates of this species are the exact homologues of the

deltoid plates of the Pentremites. If we imagine a pentremite with

its deltoids so greatly developed that they would occupy the whole
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of the spaces between the pseudambiilacra, the structure would be

exactly that of the upper surface of Blasfoidocrinus.

From another specimen it appears that there are at least three,

if not four or five, baaal plates, and their form is remarkable, as

they do not rest upon the upper surface of the upper joint of the

column, as in the ordinary Crinoids, but have their inner edges

turned upwards into the body of the cup, leaving a circular aperture

in the bottom through which the column actually penetrates into

the interior, nearly if not quite to the top of the visceral cavity.

This is so extraordinary a structure that scarcely any palaeontologist

at all well acquainted with the organization of the Crinoideac could

be brought to believe it without personal inspection of the proofs.

The two specimens in which the evidence is exhibited were

discovered in two different localities. That represented by figures

li, lie and 1/, I found in a wall about half a mile west of the village

of St. Laurent, on the island of Montreal ; the other, figure im, in

a quarry five or six miles east of the village. It is quite clear that

they are not portions of the same individual. The St. Laurent

specimen is part of an individual split in two from top to bottom,

and exposing the interior exactly where the column should be found,

if it penetrate through the base to the upper part of the visceral

cavity, as above supposed. Such is its position in the specimen, as

shewn in figure ll. I at first thought that this might be the result

of some accident ; but having soon afterwards found the specimen

represented by figures Im and In, where a piece of the column is seen

penetrating through the base, I believe it to be the natural arrange-

ment. The column is round, with an alimentary canal so small that

often the detached joints seem to have no central perforation. I

have seen it however distinctly in a great many specimens. The

flat fiices of the separate joints exhibit strong radiating striaj.

Thickness of column, two lines; and of the joints, from one fourth

to half a line.

We often find associated with the remains of 5. carcharicvdcns some

small fossils which appear to be the joints of a pentagonal crinoidal

column. I have represented several of these by figures lo, Ip, Is,

plate 1. They have five concave sides, and usually one end is

rounded (see figure l,s), and the other generally flat, with five deep

grooves radiating from the centre to the angles. In some specimens

both ends are rounded ; in many there is no central perforation, but

in others there is. These are certainly crinoidal remains, but we

have no means of shewing to what species or genus they belong.

ri
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Explanation or Fiouris. Plati I.

Figures In-IA. Deltoid plates of B. rarchariadtn*.

Side view of a specimen whicl) has three of tbo nijrs parti/ preierted.

The same, seen from above.

Vortical section, shewing tlie position of the column in the interior.

Fragment of tlio base, showing the manner in which the column

penetrates into the visceral cavity.

Under side of \m.

.$. Small pentagonal crlnoidal remains found associated with B,

carcharictdens.

Locality and formation.— Caughnawaga, Island of Montreal, Isle

Jesus, Isle Bizard. Chazy limestODe.

PaCUYOCRIXU.S CBASSIDASAU8, BilUngs.

Plato I. Figures 3a, 36.

Description.—Of the species for which the above name is pro^iosed

no perfect specimen has been found, and yet we have sufficient to

shew that it belongs to a new genus. There are five small penta-

gonal basal plates concealed within the cavity for the attachment

of the column. Above these and alternating with them are five

very large and thick plates, which may be either sub-radials or

first-radials. The lower portion" of these plates are curved under

the body, so as to constitute a broad, rounded or concave bottom to

the cup, which has a width ol" nine lines at a height of about two
lines. At this level the cup is broken off in the only specimen

discovered, and we have no means of determining what was the

structure above. There are no other Crinoids in the Lower Silurian

rocks with a base like this, for although in the genus Rhodocrinus

some of the species have a concave bottom, yet the sub-radial plates

i»iv> always small and thin. It is true that mere difference in the size

of organs or portions of an organic structure is not always of generic

value; yet, where it is so extremely great as it is between the

sub-radials of Rhodocrinus and the second series of tl > spei "C'^, 't is

generally found that other differences exist sufficient lo warrant a

separation of the species in which such differences occur into distinct

genera. I am inclined to believe, therefore, that when perfect spe-

cimens are found they will shew that this is a new genus.

Kxi'LANiriON OP FlOUKES. PlATB I.

Fit^Jfo Zf. \if' f the ba.c of the specimen.

" -ib. 'siuo view of til- ,-ame.

Locality u;'I formation.—Two miles north of Montreal, in the

Chazy limestone.
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Oevus llvuuCHiNUS, Bill]

(Htboorindb, Rtport Gtulugital Survey of Camda 1856, page 274.)

FOBMULA :

Basal plates, 5.

Radial plates, ixS-

Xzjg'"^ Inter-radfals, 2.

Reguli. I '. ^dli Is, 0.

Figure 0.

Figure 9. Diagram of the structure of the cup of the genus //y' nnui.

Generic characters.—Cup, globular or pyriform, more \> 'tubcrant

upon one side than on the other, composed of five basal, ve radial,

and two azygos plates. The five basal plates are pfitagt nal, and

alternating above them is a row consisting of one large azy^ >8 plate

and four of the radials. The large azygos plate supports i. ^on its

upper right-hand sloping edge the second small azygos, and n the

left the fifth radial. The arms in all the species that have yci been

discovered are undivided, and each is composed of a single soi es of

joints. The column is round and short. The generic nai le is

derived from the Greek hubos (bent outwards or hump-backed).

Hydocrinus pristinus, Billings.

Plate I. Figure 2a.

Description.—This little species is usually about three lines in

height an 1 four lines in width, measured across the cup from the

posterior to the anterior side. The anterior side is very protuberant,

and the plates, although they appear smooth to the naked eye, yet,

when ji little magnified, are seen to be covered with small irregular

tubpr<les. The arras are single and somewhat narrowly rounded on

the bui'k, th<c joints about one line in length. The column is round,

half H line in thickness, and composed of joints which are, as far as

NoT«.

—

Id the «Kprc8H4iin radial plates, 1X5, the figure 1 indicates the number of

plates in each primary ray, and the figure 5 the number of rays. In the diagram the

shaded plates are the azygos inter-radials.
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known, of an uniform size, there being on an average about ten in

the length of two lines.

This species so closely resembles H. tumidus of the Trenton lime-

stone, that I have had much doubt as to the propriety of separating

it therefrom. The only differences that I can perceive are, that it is

always smaller than the Trenton form, the plates more coarsely

granulated under the lens, and not so convex in their centres.

The column does not taper so rapidly, and it is composed of joints

which are thl, ir in proportion. In a well-preserved specimen of

il. tumidus the column exhibits from eight to ten joints in the length

of one line, whereas in H. pristinus there are only five. Under these

circumstances I have thought it best to distinguish the Chazy speci-

mens by a separate name for the present.

Localitij andformation.—Detached plates are rather common in the

Chazy limestone at Caughnawaga, and at various localities on the

Islands of Montreal, Jesus and Bizard ; also in the front part of the

Township of Hawkesbury. Perfect specimens are rare.

If I

Genus Pal^ocrinus, Billings.

Formula :

Basal plates, 5.

Sub-radial plates, 5.

Iladial plates, 1x5.

Azygos Inter-radials, 1-3.

Regular inter-radials, 0.

Calycinal ambulacra, 5.

Figure 10.

Figure 10. Diagram of the cup of the genus Palteocrinus. Tlie azygos inter-radial

space is left blank in the figure, as it is not certain how many plates it contains.

Generic characters.—Cup, oval or pyriform, composed of five pen-

tagonal basal pljites, alternating above which arc four he.xngonal and

one heptagonal sub-radial plates, and above these five radials bearing

the free arms. The heptagonal sub-radial supports ttpon its trun-

cated summit one, two, or thr<>e small azygos inter-radials. The rays

are slender, and free from the .second joint inclusive. There are five

calycinal anibulacral grooves radiating from the centre of tlie abdo-

minal surface to the bases of the arms, where there appear to be

ti
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also five small orifices leading to the interior. The mouth is pro-

bably situated near the margin, at the azygos inter-radius. Column,

either round or pentagonal.

This genus belongs to that group of the Crinoideae which includes

such genera as Cijathocrinus, Poteriocrinus, Dendrocrinns and Forocrinus,

to all of which it is closely allied in structure, but differs in the

presence of calycinal ambulacral furrows.
!ri

Pal^ocuinus striatus, Billings.

Plate 1. Figures 5a, 56.

Description.—Cup, oval, gradually expanding from a small base to

the width of five lines at the margin of a specimen seven lines high.

The plates are depressed convex, and have a small round tubercle in

the centre. They are also beautifully ornamented with radiating

striae or somewhat sharp,'elevated ridges. One of these extends from

the centre of each plate to the middle of each edge, and, crossing the

suture at right angles, proceeds straight to the centre of the conti-

guous plate. Parallel with these principal ridges are four or five

other shorter ones, also crossing the suture at right angles. Those

nearest the principal ridge are the longest, and the length gradually

decreases towards the angles. Where the ridges cross the suture,

there are from three to five of them in the width of one line.

The only specimen collected shews very distinctly two ambulacral

orifices at the bases of two of the arms, and two calycinal ambulacra

leading therefrom towards the centre. The other three grooves are

indistinctly indicated, but sufficient appears to leave little doubt as

to their existence. The arms and column are unknown.

The plates of this species so closely resemble those of the cysti-

dean Palccoajstitcs tcnuistriaius, that they can only be distinguished

after much practice. The striae on the surface of the latter species

are always a little finer and of a nearly uniform size.

Explanation of Fiolres. Plate I.

Figure Ga. Posterior side of a nearly perfect specimen.

" 56. Summit of the same, slicwing the ambulacral orifices and grooves.

Locality andformation.—Somewhat common in the Chazy limestone

at Caughnawaga and on the Island of Montreal.

m

V I.
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Genuf Rhodocrinus, Miller.

(RnoDOcniNUS, Miller, 1821. Natural History of the Crinoidea, page 106.)

(GiLBKRTBOORiNUS, Phillips, 1836. Geology of Yorkshire, vol. ii., page 20t.)

(THTSANOCBiNUa, Hall, 1862. Paleontology of New York, vol. ii., p. 186.)

Basal plates, 6.

Sub-radial plates, 5.

Radial plates, 3X5.

Formula :

Regular inter-radials, 6 to 8x4.

Azygos inter-radials, 7 to 12.

Figure 11.

Figure 11. Diagram of the structure of the cup in the genus Rhodocrinus.

Generic characters.—Cup, globular or oval ; arras, long, often much
branched, and densely fringed with pinnulae ; basal plates, five,

alternating above which are five sub-radials
;

primary rays, five,

consisting of three plates each ; secondary rays, ten, the number of

plates in each varying from one to four. The number of regular

inter-radials varies from six to eight, while the azygos inter-radials

are more numerous. The free arms spring from the secondary

radials. In all the Canadian species the column is round, strongly

annulated in the upper portion, and smooth below. The radi.\ or

base of attachment consists of a number of small, branching roots.

The ambulacral orifices are situated at the bases of the arms, and

the mouth, in all the species in which it has been observed, i'^'

excentric.

i?r- u,
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In the "Natural History of the Crinoideae" Miller described this

genus as having only three basal plates, an error into which it was

easy for him to fall, on account of the minuteness of these plates in

most of the species. In consequence of this mistake, several other

genera were founded on specimens with five basal plates ; but as it

has been ascertained that Miller's original specimens have also five,

these genera cannot be retained.

In the Report of the Geological Survey of Canada I referred with

doubt two of our species, R. pyriformis and R. microbasalis, to the

genus Thysanocrinus of Hall. They are very clearly congeneric

with the Thysanocrinus liliformis of the Niagara limestone, while

they have also in general the same structure as Rhodocrinus. There

are however some differences in the form of the body and the upper

parts which led me to think the genera might be distinct ; but not

being decided, I referred them to Thysanocrinus, at the same time

giving the other name in a parenthesis. During the last summer I

discovered the small species, R. asperatus, which has not only the

structure but the aspect also of the typical forms of Rhodocrinus,

and I think therefore that our three species should be placed in that

genus.

Rhodocrinus asperatus, Billings.

Plate I. Figures 4a-4e.

Description.—Cup, small, nearly globular; surface covered with

numerous small, conical, irregular tubercles. The basal plates are

so exceedingly diminutive as to be entirely concealed within the

cavity in the centre of the base in which the column is inserted.

The column is round, and strongly and closely annulated near the

base with very thin, sharp, projecting joints cr rings, as in the other

species of this genus. Judging from some fragments found associated

with the specimen figured, it would appear that the arms are long

and thickly fringed with well-developed pinnulae. Height of cup in

the only specimen discovered, six lines ; diameter, the same.

Figure 4rt.

" 45.

" ic.

" id.

4e.

Explanation op Fiqurhs. Plate I.

Side view of the specimen.

View of the base.

A radix found in the same slab along with 4a.

Portion of the surface of 4c magnified. The joints of this column

appear to be composed near the root of five pieces each, which

interlock, as represented in the figure Ad.

Transverse section of the column near the root.

i
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Locality and /urination.—This species occurs in the Chazy lime-

stone, in a quarry about two miles north of the City of Montreal.

Exceedingly rare.

SECTION III.

CRINOIDEiE OF THE TRENTON LIMESTONE AND HUDSON RIVER GROUP.

Although in almost every exposure of the Trenton limestone we
find remains of the Crinoideic, yet in general they consist of mere

fragments, such as joints of the column or the detached plates of

the cup. At the city of Ottawa they are found in a better state

of preservation, but seldom perfect. Nearly all the species that

we have been able to determine were collected at that locality;

and as we know, from the researches of geologists in other countries,

that these fossils are often confined to limited areas, it appears

probable that few of ours will be found elsewhere.

The Hudson River species are so closely allied to the Trenton

that I liavo not thought it necessary to describe them in a separate

section.

IIydocrinus tumidus, Billings.

Plate II. Figures la-le.

(H. TnuiDUS, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, pa^e 275.)

Description.—Smaller than H. conicus ; sub-globular, the plates

tumid in their centres; column, slender and round, composed of

thin joints, and tapering towards the base; surface of the plates,

obscurely granular ; length of cup, six lines ; breadth at margin,

about eight lines; arms, one line broad upon the back, composed of

joints one line in length, Although about twenty heads of this

species havn been collected, none of them are quite perfect.

They all are smaller and of a ditForent form from II. conicus.

wm
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The ambulacral orifices in this species are indicated by a strong,

narrow, rounded channel in the centre of the upper edges of the

primary radial plates.

Explanation of Fiqukks. Plate II.

Figure 4a. View of the anterior aide of a specimen, slicwing tiie azygos plates.

" \b-hl. Different views of otlier specimens.

" le, A polislied transverse section just below the base of the arms, shewing

the channels in the primary radial plates for the ambulacral

orifices.

Locality and formation.—Trenton limestone ; City of Ottawa.

IIyuocrinus conicus, Billings.

Plate II. Figures 2a-2b.

(H. coNicas, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 185G, page 274.)

Description.—In this species the cup is conical, with slightly

ventricose sides ; the base narrow, and the arms long and undivided

;

plates, smooth ; height of cup, thirteen lines from the base on the

azygos side to the upper margin ; height of the opposite side, nine

lines; length of the arms, three inches; the basal plates occupy

more than one half the height on the azygos side and about one half

on the others; the arms are one line and a half in width, broadly

rounded on the back, and composed of a single series of joints,

each one line in length ; on their insides the ambulacral grooves are

margined by rows of small plates resembling those upon the arms

of some of the Cystideae (Pleuroojstitcs) ; about five of those plates to

one joint of the arm. The column is round and smooth, consisting

of very thin joints, ten to one line. The mode of attachment to the

bottom was by a broad button-shaped base. Length of column in

the largest specimen seen, one and three-quarter inches.

E.XPLANATI0N OF FlOUUES. PlaTK II.

Figure 2a. Right side of a specimen of the average size.

" 26. Left side of another specimen.

Locality and formation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

- li
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Genus Cauabocrinus, Billings.

(CARADOcniNUS, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 275.)

FORHULA

:

Basal plates, 5.

Sub-radial plates, 5.

Radial plates, 1X5.

Regular intcr-radials, 0.

Azygos inter-radials, 3.

Fig. 12.

Figure 12. Diagram of the structure of the cup in the genus Carabocrinus.

Generic characters.—Cup, globular or ovoid ; basal plates, five, four

of them pentagonal, and the fifth hexagonal ; sub-radials, five, three

of them hexagonal, one heptagonal, and one pentagonal, the latter

smaller than the others
;
primary radials, five, each bearing an arm

which is several times divided. The azygos inter-radius is rather

large, and occupied by three plates. One of them is supported upon

the hexagonal basal plate ; a second upon the small pentagonal

sub-radial ; the third is situated between the two anterior primary

radials, its upper edge forming the margin of the cup, and its two

lower sides resting upon two of the upper sloping sides of the first

and second azygos plates.

Upon the ventral surface five calycinal ambulacral grooves radiate

from the centre (where there appears to be an aperture) to the bases

of the arms ; the mouth is situated in the margin over the azygos

plates ; there is a small aperture, surrounded by an elevated border,

half-way between the mouth and the centre. I think this small

orifice is the anal aperture.

This genus is distinguished from the genera Cijathocrinus and

Potcrincrinus by the depth to which the azygos inter-radials descend.

In these two genera they are always situated above the sub-radials

;

but in Carabocrinus one of them stands upon one of the basal plates.

The generic name is from the Greek karabos, a crab.
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Carabocrinus radiatus, Billings.

Plate II. Figures 3a-2e.

(C. EADIAT08, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 185C, page 276.)

Description,—Cup, globose, rather broader at the margin than it is

high ; base, broadly rounded ; surface, covered with strong rounded

ridges, which radiate from the centres of the plates ; arms, short,

three times divided ; column, round and slender, composed of alter-

nately projecting thin joints. From the centre of each sub-radial

plate two principal ridges ascend diagonally to the bases of the two

arms on both sides ; two others radiate to the centres of the two

sub-radials on either side : and thus a series of triangles is formed

round the upper half of the cup. In a similar manner ridges extend

from the centres of the sub-radials to the centres of the basal plates,

thus constituting another set of triangles in the lower half. Within

each triangle, both in the upper and lower halves, are contained two

or three smaller triangles, one within the other. In consequence of

this arrangement, the ridges appear to radiate in groups of three or

four.

Each arm-plate supports in its centre a small but stout pentagonal

second radial plate, from the upper sloping edges of which spring

two short round arms, which divide again at the second joint ; these

branches are again divided once or twice above. Height of the

largest specimen, one inch ; diameter at half the height, fourteen

lines. Specimens are in the collection of all sizes, from three lines

to twelve in diameter.

5K

pigure 3a.

11 36.

K 3c.

II 3(/.

Explanation op FiauuEs. Plate II.

View of the anterior side, shewing the azygos inter-radius.

Base of the same specimen.

Posterior side of a ditferent specimen.

Vonti'al surface of a small individual. In the centre of the lower side

of the figure is the mouth, and directly above it the small anal

aperture.

Ventral surface of a larger specimen, shewing obscurely the five

arabulacral grooves. The three round darkly-shaded spots appear

to be apertures accidentally produced.

For the fine specimen represented by figures 3a and 36, we are

indebted to Mr. Charles Wright, of Hull, Ottawa.

Locality and Jormation.—Trenton limestone ; City of Ottawa.

3c.
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Carauocuinl'S Vancoutlandti, Billings.

Plate 11. Figure 4.

Description.—Of this fine and rare species only one specimen has

been seen, and th-vt is unfortunately so much injured on the anterior

side that the arrangement of the azygos plates cannot be determined.

The form of the body is rather broad oval, the height being fifteen

lines from the base to the margin, while the greatest diameter near

the centre of the body is twelve linos. The base is narrowly

rounded, and the cup expands gradually for about half the height,

above which it contracts to the margin, where the width is about

one line less than it is at the centre. The height of the posterior

basal plate is five lines and a half, its greatest width four lines; the

hexagonal basal, five lines high and about the wamc in width. Of

the sub-radials, three are well-preserved ; they are slightly narrower

below than above. Height of the sub-radials, eight lines; width

between the tv/o upper lateral angles, seven lines, and between the

two lower, five lines. The primary radials are each six and a half

lines wide and five lines high. The arms are rounded on the back,

and a little more than one line in thickness. They have each three

single joints, the third being pentagonal and supporting upon its

upper sloping sides two secondary rays, which are subdivided at

the distance of two lines and a half.

The surface is ornamented with radiating ridges, as in C.ra/liatus;

but the ridges are proportionally smaller and more distant from

each other.

This species is clearly distinct from C. r,i(Uafus, from which it

diflfers in being of an oval instead of a subglobular shape. In all the

specimens of C radiatus the width is greater than the height ; while

in C. Vanmrtlaudti the height is greater than the width. It is also

to be observed, that in the former the arms divide above the second

free joint, and in the latter above the third.

The species is dedicated to Dr. E. Vancortlandt, of the City of

Ottawa, whose zeal in the advancement of science has been produc-

tive of many beneficial results. The only specimen known belongs

to his cabinet, and has been kindly communicated by him to us for

description.

Explanation of Fiocres. Plate II.

Figure 4 exhibits a view of the posterior side of the specimen.

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone ; Township of McNab,

near Aruprior.
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CaRABOCRINUS? TUBERCULATU8, BillingB.

Plate X. Figures 2a, 2b, 2c.

Description.—Cup, sub-globular or broadly oval ; surface of plates

covered with small, rounded tubercles ; arms, large, long, several

times divided ; column, round, and in the upper part composed of

alternately thick and thin joints.

Of this species we have only one specimen, and that is imperfect.

The distinctive characters are the tuberculated surface and large

arms. Although I have not seen the azygos inter-radials, yet the

general aspect of the specimen is so much like that of Carabocrinus,

that I have little doubt it belongs to that genus.

Explanation of Fioures. Flatb X.

Figure 2a. The only specimen collected.

" 26. Three joints of the column, enlarged.

" 2c. One of the joints of the arms, enlarged.

Locality and formation.—Hudson River group, Charleton Point,

Anticosti.

Genus PoROCRiNus, Billings.

(POROCBINUS, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 2T9.)

FORHCLA :

Basal plates, 6.

Sub-radials, 5.

Radlals, 1X6.

Regular inter-radials, 0.

Azygos inter-radials, 2.

Figure 13.

Figure 13. Diagram of the structure of the cup in the genus Porocrinus.

\;n i i:

>;(•;;

Generic characters.—Cup, conical ; basal plates, five, pentagonal

;

sub-radials, five, three hexagonal and two heptagonal; primary

radials, five ; one large azygos inter-radial, supported on the trun-

cated summit of the anterior sub-radial, and one small one, situated

c

M
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over the suture between the anterior and lefl anterior sub-radiiils,

and having above it on one side the h\rgo azygos, and on the other

the left anterior primary radial ; several small pectinated rliombs,

similar to those of the Cystidese.

The characters of this genus are nearly the same as those of

Cijathocrinus, Potcriocrimts etc., but differs from these and other allied

genera in the presence of the pectinated rhombs. Only one species

is known.

n

m

m

1 1

' \i
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PoROCBiNus coNicus, Billings.

Plate II. Figure 5a-5d.

(P. ooNiccs, Report Geological Survey of Camida, 185C, page 2f9.)

Description.—Cup, one line and a half in diameter at the basf; ond

gradually enlarging, with slightly ventricose sides, to the width of

five lines at the margin ; height, seven lines ; basal plates narrow,

nearly two lines high ; sub-radials, three lines in height ; first primary

radials, about two lines and a half in height and breadth ; all the

plates smooth ; column, circular, smooth, and suddenly enlarged near

and up to the base of cup, composed of very thin joints ; free rays,

long, slender and single to their extremities ; they r^re about half a

line in thickness, and appear to be composed of a single series of

joints. Only about one inch in length of the column next the base

has been seen.

In this species there exists a number of poriferous areas resembling

the pectinated rhombs of the Cystideae in their structure, and probably

adapted to the performance of the same functions. Their forms and

position are however somewhat different from those of any known
cystidean. In fossils of the latter order these organs consist of two

parts, one situated upon each of two contiguous plates, but in this

crinoid, each is so placed that it occupies the angles of three plates.

Their form is that of an equilateral spherical triangle, and their size

about one line in diameter. There are five situated at the apices of

the live basal plates, five at the lower angles of the arm-plates, five

at the apices of the sub-radials and five between the arm-plates on

the margin of the cup. There are also two or three small ones at

the angles of the azygos-plates, in all twenty-two or twenty-three.

The pores consist of fine elongated parallel slits, which appear to

penetrate through the plates; they are not at right angles to the

margin of the plates as in the Cystideae, but oblique.
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The central pore of each division divides the angle into two equal

portions, and all the other pores upon the plute are parallel to this

central one ; consequently in each area they have three directions in

which they are at right angles to the sides of the triangular space in

which they are situated, hut oblique with respect to the margins

of the plates.

EXPLAXATIOS or FlODRES. Plati II.

Figures Sa, 6&. Posterior views of two apccimens.

" 6c. Anterior side of a specimen, enlarged to shew the azygos plates and
poriferous areas.

" 6(1. Ventral surface of 5a.

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

Genus Dendrocrinus, Hall.

(DiNDBOOBiNUB, Ilall, PaUtontology of New York, volume ii., page 193.)

Formula :

Dasal plates, 6.

Sub-radials, 5.

Radials, 1X4+ IX^ =6.

Regular inter-radials, 0.

Azygos inter-radials, 1.

Fig. 14.

Figure 14. Diagram of the structure of the cup in the genus Dendrocrinui,

Generic chara.cters.—In this genus there are five pentagonal basal

plates, and alternating above these a series of five sub-radials, one of

which has its superior angle truncated, and supports a large azygoa

inter-radial. There are five rays alternating above the sub-radials

;

the ray on the left-hand side of the large azygos inter-radial has two

of its plates entering into the composition of the cup ; this ray is free,

from the third joint inclusive ; of the other four rays, only the first

joint is included in the cup. A large and long proboscis rises from

the azygos inter-radial plate.
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Tills gonuN is exactly the satno in the composition of the test as

Cijtithocrinia with the exception of i',:^ j.v.culiarity that one of the

rny8 has two of its joints contained in the walls of the cup. In the

original description given by Professor Hall, (Pal. N. Y., vol. 2,

p. 193,) four series of plates are mentioned, including five •• scarcely

visible" i)lates beneath those which I regard as constituting the true

base ; they cannot be seen in any of the specimens in the collection

of the Survey, altlndigh at least four of the species are unquestionable

congeneric with 1). loHgidncfijftis (IfuU).

I have seen Professor Hall's specimens, and he agrees with mo
that the generic description may be so modified us to receive many

species with the same structure in other respects, but which do not

exhibit the small plates at the base. It will be seen by referring to

fig. 7, c, plate 42, vol. 2 Pal. of New York, that the column of D,

hnghhdijhis consists of alternately large and small (or thin) jointb,

and that the latter sometimes consist of five divisions. Professor

Hall is now of opinion that the small pieces at first regarded as

constituting the true base are not of generic importance, and that

they may be considered either as one of the quinquepartate thin

plates of the column, or as a basal series so little devUoped as not to

be of more than specific value.

It will be recollected by those who have studied the Crinoldeae,

that a similar question relating to the base of rotcriocrinus still

remains unsettled ; Professor Philips and the Messrs. Austin having

published that genus with three minute plates situated under the

three basal plates.

Dendrocrinus greqarius, Billings.

Plate III. Figures la, \b, Ic.

(D. QBEOAnii's, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 185G, page 2G5.)

Description.—Cup, acutely conical, from three to eight lines in

length, and from two to six lines broad at the greatest diameter,

which is at the margin, whence to the small pointed base it tapers

uniformly with nearly straight sides ; basal plates, narrow, nearly

one third the heiglit of the cyp ; sub-radials, rather more than one

third broader than high ; large azygos inter-radial, not quite so large

as the plate on which it stands, broader above than below
;
proboscis,
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for several limMi above the azygos, nearly as wide as the cup, and

compoHcd of numerous small plates, whuih appear to be regularly

arrangcfl in upright rows; the arms bifurcate once immediatly after

becoming free, and many times again above ; they are very long and

obtusely iigular on the back. Below the first bifurcation there are

about four joints, and they occupy a length of two lines in a speci-

men where the cup is six lines high and the arms two inches and

one-fourth long. Their thickness in this part is about half the width

of the first primary radial plates from which they spring, and they

appear to hold a very deep groove on their inside, as the thickness is

greater in that direction than it is in the other ; the column is round,

slender and flexible, slightly enlarging near and up to the bas*^ of the

cup, and composed of alternately thick and thin joints, about six of

each in a line of the length ; the plates are without ornament.

This species so much resembles D. lofigldachjlus (Hull) of the

Niagara group that it can scarcely be separated. The principal

differences consist in its smaller dimensions, and in the absence of

the vertical ridges along the proboscis. On comparing with the

illustrations given in the Palaeontology of New York, it will be seen

that the second plates of the rays on each side of the proboscis are

in fig. la, plate 43, broader than those upon which they rest. In

our specimens the second plate of the left-hand ray is equal to the

first ; in the right-hand ray it is a great deal less, agreeing in this

respect with fig. 7a, plate 42. The species are closely related, and

yet I am satisfied they are different.

Explanation or Fiourks. Plate III.

Figure la. Posterior view of a specimen.

" 16. Tiie left side.

" Ic. Column, enlarged.

Locality andformation.—City of Ottawa, in the central part of the

Trenton limestone.

Dendrocuinus aoutidactylus, Billings.

Plate III. Figures 2a, 2b.

(Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 266.)

Description.—Cup, small, conical somewhat pentagonal ; arms,

very slender, several times sub-divided and excessively sharp on the

back ; column, round, composed of small nearly globular joints

;
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length of cup in the specimen examined, two lines, breadth at base of

free rays, the same ; length of free rays, one inch and one-eighth

;

thickness upon the back below the first sub-division, about one-fifth

of a line. At three- fourths of an inch below the base of the cup

there are five joints of the column to one line in length. The two

arms visible in the specimens bifurcate at the fourth free joint, and

three times again at varying distances above. Only one side of the

specimen can be seen, yet the characters of the cup and arms are so

similar to those of the last species that there can bo little doubt of its

generic affinities while the globular joints of the column and the thin

sharp backed arms are characters sufficient to separate them speci-

fically.

Explanation of Fiqubbs. Platb III.

Figure 2a. Posterior eide of a specimen.

" 26. Portion of tlie column, enlarged.

Locality andformation.—Upper part of the Trenton limestone, near

the Toll-gate, St. Lawrence Street, Montreal.

\\n

Dendrocrinus proboscidiatus, Billings.

Plate III. Figures 3a, 3i, 3c.

(D. PROBOSCIDIATUS, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1866, page 267.)

Dcscrijition.— Cup, small, conical sub-pentagonal; proboscis,

enormously large in proportion to the size of the cup; column,

pentagonal with raised edges along the five angles, and with concave

faces between, composed of very thin joints, twenty-four in the

length of two lines ; the arms are thin and sharp on the back. In a

specimen, the crushed cup of which is three lines in length, there is

a proboscis attached, sixteen lines in length ; the portion seen is of a

very remarkable structure ; it is composed of four vertical rows of

small plates, with a strong central keel running up each row, from

either side of which projects, nearly at right angles, a pair of short

ridges to the outer side of each plate, giving to the surface the

appearance of several small rope ladders side by side, as in the

rigging of a ship. This peculiar style of ornament is well shewn

in the figureti of D. ' julactylus (Hall), Pal. N. Y., vol. 2, fig. 7a,

plate 42, but the pati. a is somewhat difierent ; in that species the

transverse ridges diverge from each other at an angle of about 45
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degrees, but in this the divergence is only about 20 degrees, pro-

ducing to the eye a very different effect.

Explanation of FiacRiH. Plate III.

Figure 3a. Anterior side.

" 36. Part of surface of proboscis, enlarged.

" 3c. Portion of column, enlarged.

Locality andformation.—Upper part of the Trenton limestone, near

the Toll-gate, St. Lawrence Street, Montreal.

m

\hi

Dendrocrinus HUiMiLis, Billings.

Plate III. Figure 4.

(D. HCJiiLis, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, p. 270.)

Description.—Cup small, conical ; arms, nearly as broad as the first

primary radials, divided at the fourth or fifth joints, and again above?

the basal plates are small, their height about equal to their width,

the sub-radials three times larger than the basal plates ; the first

primary radials are low and broad ; column, unknown ; height of cup,

two and a half lines, breadth at the margin, the same.

Explanation op Fiocres. Plate III.

Figure 4. Posterior view of the only specimen discovered.

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

ill

Dendrocrinus latibrachiatus, BilHngs.

Plate III. Figures 5«, 5t, 5c.

(D. LATIBRACHIATUS, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 270.)

Description.—This species is most closely related to D. humilis, the

only difference being in the greater breadth and length of the arms,

which at the base are quite as wide as the first primary radials, and

become a little broader above, whereas in the other species they

become narrower from the base upwards. The bottom of the cup is

more rounded than in D. humilis, and as the columns of both are

unknown and as they occur in different formations, they cannot be

easily identified at present ; the arms are three times divided ; length

of cup, three lines and a half; of the arms, ten lines.

'1-

I' I
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EXPLAKATION Of FlOURKS. PlATI III.

Figure 6a. View of the left side, showing the left anterior ray, which has the first

and second primary radials included in the cup.

" 5&. View of the anterior side.

" 5c. The posterior side.

Locality and formation.—Hudson River group, Charleton Point,

Anticosti.

Dendrocrinus similis, Billings.

(D. BiMiLis, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 185C, page 2G7.)

Z)cstv7/?</o«.—Cup, small, conical and sub-pentagonal ; arms, long,

three or four times sub-divided, rather broadly rounded on the back,

and comparatively stouter than those of any of the above described

species. Of the two arms preserved in the specimen examined, one

remains single for a distance of two lines and a half, and then divides;

there are five joints in the undivided part ; the other arm shews but

two joints in the part below the first bifui'cation. The column for

seven lines below the basal is pentagonal, with round edges and

slightly concave faces ; it is composed of alternately thick and thin

joints, nine of each in the space of two lines, diameter of column

nearly one line ; length of arms sixteen lines, and the diameter at

the undivided part nearly a line on the back.

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone. City of Ottawa.

The last three species appear at first sight to be identical, but the

moment a magnifying glass is brought to bear upon them, their

differences become quite as apparent as those of the large species.

In D. acutidactyhis the arms are exceedingly thin and sharp ow the

back above the first division like the edge of a knife, and the column

is circular and composed of round edged joints, which at the distance

of one-half or three-fourths of an inch become nearly globular. In

D. iiroboscidiatus the column at the base of the cup is pentagonal with

the angles so strongly projecting, and the faces so concave that a

single joint has the form of a five-rayed star; the arms, judging from

the fragments seen, were very similar to those in D. aaitidactylus.

In D. similis the column is only diftcrent from that of D. probosci-

diaius by the unequal thickness of the joints, and in being more

regularly pentagonal ; its faces are only slightly concave, its arms

also are five times thicker.
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Dendrocrinus rusticus, Billing8.

Plate III. Figures 7a, 7b.

(D. nnsTiCus, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 185G, page 270.)

Description,—The base of the cup in this species is broad, like that

of D. conjugans ; the basal plates about as high as they are wide, the

sub-radials one-third higher than the basal plates ; the arm-plates a

little sliorter than the sub-radials, and broader than high ; the azygos

inter-radial is about the size of one of the basal plates, and bears three

or four small plates upon its summit ; the column is round at its

junction with the basal plates, and composed of thin plates ; but one

line and a half below it becomes pentagonal, with raised rounded

edges and concave faces ; at the distance of two inches below the

base there are about three joints of equal thickness to one line in

breadth ; the arms appear to have been short ; breadth of cup, two

lines and a half in one specimen and three lines in another ; height

of latter to the top of the inter-radial, four lines and a half; the whole

surface is smooth. The specimens examined are imperfect, but to

each there are about three inches of the column attached.

Explanation op Fiocbes. Plate III.

Figure Ya. A specimen very imperfect.

" 76. A small portion of the column, enlarged.

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone. City of Ottawa.

M
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Dendrocrinus conjugans, Billings.

Plate IV. Figures la, lb, 2a, 26.

(D. CONJUGANS, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 2G8.)

Description.—In this species the column about one inch below the

base is round, smooth, and from half to two-thirds of a line in dia-

meter; proceeding upwards it rapidly enlarges to two or three lines,

at the base of the cup, which is small, and not much broader at the
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margin where the arms become free, than it is at the bottom ; the

basal plates are low and broad, the eub-radials double the height of

the basals and the arm-bearing plates rather more than two thirds

the length of these latter ; the arms half the breadth of the plates on

which they stand, and broadly rounded on the back ; they all divide

at the height of about three lines, and again at the same distance

above ; there are three or four joints in each of the undivided por-

tions. The ray on the left-hand side of the base of the proboscis,

which in the generic description is said to have two of its plates

included in the cup, in this species has the second plate free, with

the exception that it is united on one side to the plates of the

proboscis ; it is however nearly as broad as the first radial plate upon

which it stands, and one-third wider than the first free joint of the

arm which rests upon it. This character connects Dendrocrinus with

Cyathocrinm,, m which the second joint of the ray in question is

entirely free. The column as before mentioned is circular, broad at

the base of the cup, and rapidly diminishing in size for a short

distance below ; it is in this part smooth, but farther down enlarges

again, and is composed of thick round-edged compressed spheroidal

joints very similar to those of Heterocrinus Canadeiisis. In one perfect

specimen the height of the cup is three lines, the diameter of base

two lines and a half, and at the margin three lines and a half; length

of the arms to first division three lines and a-half, to second division

six lines; width of arm to second free joint one line, and of the

proboscis the same. In another individual this organ is wider than

th3 arm ; in a third specimen the arms divide at the fifth joint, but

in every other respect it is the same as this species, although slightly

more slender.

EXPLANA.ION OF FlOUEKS. PLATB IV.
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Figure la. Anterior side.

" \h. Colunin, n, little enlarged.

" 2a. Side view of a specimen.

" 26. Column of same, enlarged.

LoLility amiformation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.
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Denprocrinus Jewettii, Billings.
I'!

Pig. 16.

Figure 15. View of the anterior side of Dendrocrinut Jewettii.

Description.—Cup, conical, six lines in height ; arms, large, several

times sub-divided, broadly rounded or sub-carinate on the back.

The plates are all more or less convex, and appear to have a set of

obscure radiating ridges arranged as follows: 1st. On each of the

basal plates there are two ridges which run from the centre of the

plate upwards, and are continued to the centres of the two sub-

radials that rest upon its upper sloping sides. 2nQ. On each of the

sub-radials there are four ridges, two of which are the continuations

of the ridges from the basal plates, while the other two run from

the centre of the plate upwards, and are continued on the first

primary radials to the bases of the arms. The rays consist each of

one large joint, included in the cup, and four smaller ones, ab ,ve

which they are divided. The largo joint of the left anterior ray

is hexagonal ; the same joint in each of the other four rays is

pentagonal. The azygos sub-radial is heptagonal, and supports

upon its upper side a hexagonal azygos inter-radial, which, in its

turn, supports the proboscir. Column, unknown. Height of basal

plates, two lines ; width at base of each, one line ; width measured

between the two upper lateral angles, one line and a half; height

of sub-radials, three lines; width of first primary radial, two lines

and a half; height, two lines; the four succeeding joints of ihe arms

are each half a line high.

This species is allied to D, humilis and D. latihrachiatiis, from both

of which it differs in having the plates convex and ridged.
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It was discovered by Col. E. Jewett, of Utica, N. Y., and by him
kindly communicated to us for description. Through the researches

of this gentleman our knowledge of the Silurian fauna of North
America has been greatly extended. Many of the most rare and
interesting fossils figured in Hall's Palaeontology of New York are

his discoveries ; and it gives me much pleasure to dedicate this new
crinoid to him.

Locality aiidformation.—Bay of Quinte, Trenton limestone.

\\t

I ; I' 'H-

Dendrocrinus ctlindricus, Billings.

Plate III. Figures, 8a, 86.

Descriiition.—Cup, small, two lines and a half in height, and about

the same in width at the margin ; arms, cylindrical, one line in width

at the base, divided above the third free joint j length of the undi-

vided portion, two and a half lines, each one of the three free joints

being nearly one line in length. The proboscis is large, equal to

the arms in height, and composed on the anterior side of large plates,

the first, second, thi»d and fourth of which are each rather more than

one line in length. All the plates are smooth. The column is

round, smooth, and composed of very thin joints, which however

vary a little in thickness, ten in the length of one line. Length of

body and arms, one inch and one-fourth.

The above description of the column of this species refers to the

upper portion only. It seems probable that in the lower part it is

composed of thick, rounded joints, as I find a fragment of a column

of this latter character on the same piece of stone in which the

crinoid is imbedded.

Explanation of Fiqures. Plate III.

Figure 8a. Anterior side of D. cylindricus. Tliat which appears to be a large

arm near (he left side is the proboscis.

" 86. Part of the column, a little enlarged.

Locality and formation.—Near the Toll-gate, St. Lawrence Street,

Montreal ; Trenton limestone.

I..;';^j
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PALiEOCRINUS ANGULATUS, BilUngS.

Plate III. Figures 6a, 66.

(Dbndrocbinus AN0C1ATU8, Report Geological Survey of Canada, ICte, page 269.)

Description.—In this beautiful little crinoid the plates are orna-

mented with radiating ridges similar to those of Glyptocrinus decadac-

iylus. The cup is small, conical and pentagonal. From the centre

of each of the rather largo sub-radial plates there proceed six

strongly-elevated ridges, one to the base of each of the two arms

above the plate, one to each of the two basal plates below it, and

one to each of the adjoining sub-radials. The arms are very slender,

sharp on the back, and at least twice divided ; the three joints of

the column which remain attached to the specimen are pentagonal.

Length of cup, three lines ; breadth at the margin, four lines.

Diameter of column, nearly one line.

Explanation or Figures. Platk III.

Figure 6a. Left side of tlie only specimen discovered.

" 66. Column, enlarged.

Locality and formation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

it
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Pa'u^ocriijus ehombiferus, Billings.

to be a large

3uce Street,

xjcscription.—This species is of nearly the same shape as P. angu-

latus, but differs in the arrangement of the surface-markings. In

P. angtdatus the radiating ridges are so disposed as to encircle the

body with two horizontal rows of triangular spaces. In this species

however, in consequence of the absence of the transverse ridges near

the centre of the body, the spaces are rhomboids instead of triangles.

The ridges are also so broad in the base that the separate plates

appear to be simply bevelled from the centre to the edges. The
detached plates figured on plate 4, vol. i. Palaeontology of New York,

under the name of Actinocrimis, resemble the sub-radials of this

species, but are larger. Only one specimen has been collected,

consisting of a perfect cup imbedded in a piece of limestone. The

arms are sharp-edged on the back, and twice divided. Length of

cup, three lines ; and of the arms, nine lines.

Locality and formation.—Trenton limestone. City of Ottawa.

I \
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Paueocrinus pulchellus, Billings.

Dcscriptio7i.—Tiie same as P. angulatus, but with a round column.

The surface of the specimen is a good deal eroded, and yet it can be

seen that the surface is radiated, as in P. angulatiis. The column is

well preserved, and is one line wide at the base of the cup, from

which point it rapidly tapers to the thickness of half a line at the

length of four lines. Length of cup, three lines.

Locality andformation.—One specimen from the Trenton limestone.

City of Ottawa.

i
Genu$ Lecanocrinus, Billings.

(LucAMOCRiNna, Hall, Palaontology of New York, volume il., p<»p<» 199.)

FOHUDLA

:

Basal plates, 3.

Sub-radial plates, 5.

Radials, 1X5.
Azygos inter-radialg, 1-3.

Generic characters.—In this genus there are three basal plates,

one of them pentagonal and the other two hexagonal ; in the second

series there are five sub-radial plates, two of which are supported

by the two hexagonal basal plates, while the other three alternate

with these latter. Alternating above the sub-radials are five primary

rays of three joints each, and above these, ten secondary rays.

Some of the species have several small inter-radial plates in one or

more of the divisions between the primary rays.

I have placed the following species in the above genus, although

it appears probable that some other disposition should be made of

them. The specimens are not sulficiently perfect to enable me to

make out all the characters ; and as they are more nearly related to

Lecanocrinus than any other Silurian genus, it seems to be the better

course to arrange them in that group provisionally.
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Lecanocbinus eleoans, Billings.

Plate I\ . Figures 4a, 4i.

(L. ELEQANS, Report Geological Survty of Canada, 1856, page 278.)

Dcscrqninn.—Cup, small, conical, three lines in height from the

base to the upper margin of the first primary radial plate, at which

level the breadth is also about three lines ; the breadth of the base

is one line and a half, and the top of the column scarcely less ; the

first primary radials are a little broader than high, and rendered

slightly heptagonal by the truncation of their upper lateral angles

;

the second primary radials are narrower and quadrangular, or

cbscurely hexagonal ; the third are pentagonal ; the length of each

is about a line and a half. The third in each of the three rays

exposed in the only specimen seen, supports two secondary rays of

five joints each, and then divides into two tertiary rays ; these latter

are again divided. The rays above the fourth division are articulated

in two series. Between the primary rays are several small inter-

radials. The column is circular, with round-edged joints, from four

to six in one line ; length of ray from the base of first primary radial

to the extremities, one inch and one fourth.

Explanation or Fiocbbs. Platb IV.

Figure 4a. A specimen shewing one of the hexagonal basal plates.

" 4ft. Several joints of the column, a little enlarged.

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone ; City of Ottawa.

LeCANOCRINUS LiEVIS.

Plate IV. Figure 3a.

(L, L^vis, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 278.)

Dcscriptwn.—This species is shorter than the preceding, and has

only four joints instead of five in the secondary rays ; the upper part

of the column is round and smooth. In other respects there is much
resemblance between the two, but still I think them distinct.

Explanation or Fiqubbb. Plati IV.

Figure 3a. A specimen slightly crushed.

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone ; City of Ottawa.
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Genus Heterocrinus, Hall.

(HsTEnocBiKns, Hall, Palaontology of New Yor^', volume L, page 278.)
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Figure 16. Diagram of the structure of the genus Heterocrinus.

Generic characters.—The species of this genus are small, and,

including the arms, long and nearly cylindrical crinoids. The base

is composed of five plates, above which are five long rays, without

any intervening sub-radial plates. The number of radial plates in

each ny is variable. The cup appears to consist of the primary

radials, while the free rays or arms commence with the first plates

of the secondary rays. There are one or two small azj'gos inter-

radials, but no regular iuter-radials. The arms are pinnulated.

Heterocrinus Canadensis, Billings.

Plate IV. Figs. 5a-5d.

(Compare H. simplex, Hall, Paletontology of New York, volume i., page 280.)

Dcscriptmi.—Sub-cylindrical or elongated, fusiform ; length, inclu-

ding the rays, from one to two inches ; diameter at half the length,

from three to four lines. The base in the large specimens is about

one line and a half in diameter, and the body gradually enlarges to

about three lines at that point where the rays divide. The diameter

above is always greater, the extent depending upon the amount of

expansion of the rays in the particular specimen examined. The

basal plates are scarcely a line in height ; the length of the undivi-

ded portions of the rays in the large individuals is about three lines.

i«i
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The ri^lit nnforlor rny consists of three joints, the first equal in

lenj^th to the otiier two, iiiid with one of" its ansflcs tnineated where

it is in contact with the azyj^os ititer-radial. Th(! h'i't anterior ray

has four joints, the second being the longest, and having one of its

ungh's truncated to support tlie inter-radiuh The other three ap[tear

to consist each of four equal joints. Tiie upper joint of each ray

is pentagonal, and supports two secondary rays, which continue

single to their extnnnitics. The azygos inter-radial is oI)lotig, hitrhcr

than wide, five-sided, two of the sid(!S meeting to form an obtusely-

pointed lower extremity, which rests wedge-like b(,'tween the trun-

cated angles of the first joint of tlie ray upon the left, and the second

joint of the ray on the right ; its upper hide is horizontal and supports

another plate, which is probably the base of a proboscis. The

secondary rays, t(!n in nund)er, consist each of a series of oblong,

quadrangular joints, usually one line ui length and two-thirds of u

line in breadth.

There is a row of long pinnuhe upon each of the inner margins of

each ray; they rise upwards, nearly parallel with the rays, instead

of projecting at ncai'ly right angU^s, as in other sp(>cies. The column

is roui d and smooth at the base of the pelvis, below which it tapers

and becomes very slender at the distance of one or two inches, then

slightly larger and composed of compressed globular joints, the

rounded edges of which, to the eye, present a bead-like appearance.

The longest column seen with the head attached was fifteen inches;

and, as it was broken off below, it had been probably several inches

longer. The diameter is usually somewhat less than a line, and there

are about seven joints of equal size to two lines in length. The

smooth, slender, upper portion of the column, near the base of the

cup, is generally half a line or a little more in diameter, expanding

to twice or three times this size at the base.

II. simplex, according to Professor Hall, has the column at the

base of the cup pentagonal, but is otherwise closely allied to

IL Canadensis. (See descrii)tion of //. simplex in the Pakeontology

of New York, volume i., page 2S0.)

Explanation of Fiouuks. Plate IV.

Figure 5«. A specimen with part of the column attached.

" 56. Portion of the column, enlarged.

" 5c. Anterior si 'e of a dill'erent specimen.

" 5(/. A specimci'. which has the pinnuhe preserved.

Lncality and furmation.—Trenton limestone, Ottawa and ilontreal.
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IIktkuocmmnus TKNiia, lUIIiiigs.

IMute IV. Figures ()«-(iA.

(II. TENiis, Rrport Gcoloificul Survey of Canada, 185(1, pftge 27,'l.)
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D'ncripi'wn.— Much smaller than //. simji/cr ; nriuH, long, very

slender, nnil several times dividetl ; column, very obscurely penta-

yonul, compoai'd of sub-globular joints ; proboscis, extending nearly

to the apices of the arms ; length, including the arms, from ten to

sixteen lines ; without the arms, from one and a half to two and

a half lines ; diameter at base of arms, about two lines ; of column,

at base of cup, half a line.

It is not certain that this species should be referred to the genus

Hcterocrinun. The plates of all the specimens in the collection are

so closely united that their number and arrangement cannot be

satisfactorily made out. The weight of the evidence is in favor of

the genus under which I have placed it. The species, when several

tinu'S attentively ( xamined, is easily distinguished from H. slmjdcx.

In that species the column, for a short distance below the cup, is

smooth and slender, and it enlarges suddenly from a few lines below,

until it forms rather a broad base for the pelvis to stand upon. But

in //. tenuis the column continues moniliform to the base of the cup

and without enlarging, but on the contrary i" rather less in diameter

at the point of contact than it is below. In ore specimen there are

forty two joints in the first nine lines from tlie pelvis, and some

irregularities in the size can be stea. They are thinner near the cup

and gradually become thicker, so that at two inches from the pelvis

there are only sixteen in half an inch. Th*' arms, although much

more slender than those of //. nmidcx, usually lie folded together, or

but Slightly separated.

Exi>'L&ii*Ti(M or FiorREB. Plate IV.

Figure 6a. A specimen with part of the column.

•' 66. A few joints of the column, enlarged.

Locality and formation.—Trenton 1 inestone, Ottawa and Montreal.
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IIeteuocrinus iN/K(ii ams, Billings.

Plato IV. Figure la.

Dcscriittion.—Cup, pointod at the base; rays, largo, rouiidod on

the back, and iueipuilly divided. In tlio »peciuu!n figured, the tvv<»

first primary radial plates which can bo seen are long and nearly

triangular, their lower acute angles meeting in the base of the cup

and their upper straight sides supporting free rays or arms. Only

three of the rays are visible in the specimen, the others b(!ing

imbedded in the matrix. One of these (partly shewn at the loft side

of the figure,) appears to be simple or undiviUt ! throughout. It is

nearly cylindrical, and consists of a series of large, transversely

oblong joints, one line and one fourth in width and two thirds of a

line in height. Its lower extremity is concealed, and I have not

been able therefore to ascertain whether or not it originates in the

base of the cup. The central ray (of the figure) divides above the

third joint into two equal secondary rays, which are also several

times subdivided. In these subdivisions of the secondary rays,

however, the branches are of an unequal size, one of them in each

instance being about one-fourth the thickness of the other. The

other ray (partly exposed in the specimen,) is undivided from the

ba^e to the fifth joint inclusive, above which it is buried in the stone.

The surface is minutely granular.

I have placed this rt'Uiarkable species in //c<crocr/H?/s provisionally,

as it most reseuiWles species of that genus. When its structure

shall have bova awertained, it may be necessary to refer it to some

other genus.

Lomlit^ MdjormutUm.—Trenton limestone, Ottawa.

!:,(!

m

IIeteuocrinl's auticulosus, Billings.

Plate IV. Figure 8.

Description.—Of this species we have only a single ray, which

much resembles one of the rays of H. indqitalis, but is nevertheless

decidedly distinct. The secondary rays are irregularly jointed, the

plates where the branches are given off being broader than elsewhere.

In consequence of this character the rays have a peculiarly knotty

appearance. It is probable that this species and //. iruequalis will,

when all their characters are known, constitute a new genus.

Locality andformation.—Trciiion limestone, Ottawa.
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Genus Cleiocrinus, Billings.

(Clbiocrinus, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 276.)

Fig. 17.

*<

r

Figure 17. Diagram of the structure of the cup in the genua Cleiocrinus.

Generic characters.—Civp, large, conical or pyriform ; basal plates,

five; rays, five, alternating with the basal plates; the third plate of
each ray is pentagonal and bears two secondary rays, which are
several times divided above. Between two of the rays a sino-le

vertical series of azygos inter-radial plates extends from the base'to
the margin of the cup. The azygos plates and rays are all firmly
anchylosed together by their lateral margins up to the height of the
fifth or sixth sub-division. The column is pentagonal or nearly round.

This genus has the structure of a rentacrinus. with numerously
divided arms all soldered together in the walls of the cup.
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ClEIOCEINUS REGIUS.

Plate V. Figures la-lg.

(Cleiocrinus KBOius, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 277.)

Description.—Cup, elongate, conical, gradually expanding from

the base until near the top, where it is slightly contracted. The

margin supports about forty long, very slender, tentaculated, free

rays. At first sight there appear to be ten small basal plates, but

upon examination five of these are found to be the first plates of the

five rays which rest immediately upon the upper joint of the column

:

the other five are the true basal plates. Four of these latter are

pentagonal, and the fifth, which supports the series of inter-radials,

is nearly square ; height of each basal plate, one line ; breadth, the

same ; the small radial plates which rest on the column between

the basal plates are a little broader than these latter, but not so

high ; the column is pentagonal, and the- basal plates are placed

upon the angles of the upper joint, while the bases of the rays are

situatec^ upon the straight edges : there are about two joints oi'

the column to one line, and they are alternately thicker and thinner ;

the column near the lower extremity becomes round and suddenly

expanciS into a broad base of attachment.

The surface of the cup is nearly smooth, slightl}'' marked by

obscure, vertical, rounded ridges along the centres of the rays and

of their sub-divisions.

Length of cup, one inch and three-fourths ; breadth near the

margin, about one inch ; diameter of column, from two to four lines.

Nearly all the large pentagonal columns in the Trenton limestone

at the City of Ottawa belong to this species.

Exi'LANATIO.V OF FlGURKS. PlATE V.

Figure 1(1. A nearly perfect cup of this species.

" 16. The base, shewing the small basal plates, with the quadrangular first

primary radials between them.

" If, 1(/, Ir, and If. Fragments of the column.

" \g. Tlie base of the column.

r

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.
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Cleiocrinus grandis, Billings.

Plate V. Figures 2a-2c.

Description.—The column of this species is large, obscurely pen-

tagonal, and composed of thin joints, every alternate one of which

is about one fourth of a line wider than the one on each side of it.

In consequence of this inequality in the size of the joints the column

is closely annulated with slightly projecting rings, from six to eight

in three lines. When perfect it is rounded-pentagonal, but when
crushed it divides into five longitudinal lobes, as represented in

figure 2b. Each joint appears to be composed of five pieces, and

the articulating surfaces are striated with numerous fine, curved,

radiating ridges. The radix or base of attachment of the column

consists of a number of large roots, which appear to be composed of

small polygonal plates. The alimentary canal is very large and

nearly circular.

These columns have so nearly the structure of those of C. regitts,

that I have no doubt they belong to a species of that genus.

Explanation of Fiqcres. Platb V.

Figure 2a, Portions of two individuals of this species, whicli appear to havr

grown upon tlie same spot.

" 26. Fragment of a column, crushed.

" 2c. Transverse section, shewing the large alimentary canal.

Localiuj andformation.—Trenton limestone, Ottawa.

Cleiocrinus magnificus, Billings.

Plate V. Figure 3.

Description.— In this species the column is nearly round and

composed of thin joints, of which there are from six to eight in two

lines. The alimentary canal is pentagonal, and six lines in diameter

where the column is nine lines. The cup has never been seen, but

the size and form of the fragments of the stalk are sufficient to

distinguish this species from any other in the Trenton limestone.

It appears to belong to the genus Cleiocrinus. Diameter of column,

from nine lines to one inch.

Loculitij andformation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

«t^
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Genus Glyptocrinus, Hall.

(Gltptocrinus, Hall, Paleontology of New Yorh; volume i., page 280.)

FonMULA

:

Basal plates, 5.

Radial plates, 3x5.

Regular inter-radials, 6.

A/.jgos inter-radials, 7 or more.

\%
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Fig. 18.

Figure 18. Diagram of the structure of the cup ia the gcuus Glyptocrinus,

Generic characters.—Cup, pyriform, globular or oval, in some spe-

cies very large ; arms, long, densely fringed with pinnula; ; base,

composed of five plates, which are either pentagonal or hexagonal

;

regular inter-radials, usually six ; azygos inter-radials, seven or more ;

column, round or sub-pentagonal, strongly aunulated or moniliforin

in all the species known.

The plates of the species of this genus are flat, thin, and either

smooth or ornamented with radiating ridges, striw or raised margins
;

the h'Tge joints of the columns are often nodulose. In the Black

River and Trenton limestones in Canada, the remains of several

species are excoedintrlv abundant, but usually reduced to mere frag-

ments of the plates and column. At the city of Ottawa, where these
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rocks are exposed on a large scale, three of the species hereinafter

described, G. iirisais, G. ramulosus, and G. marginutus, appear to be

more common than at any other locality yet examined. The heads

are frequently found there in a fragmentary state, but good speci-

mens are 'ire. G. prlsciis is the only head collected in the Black

lliver liu^ ..one, but it also occurs in the Trenton. I have met with

G. Idciinnsus near the top of the Trenton limestone only. G. ornatus

is found about the middle of the deposit, rather common, and in

fewer numbei's upwards to the Utica slate. There is a sixth species

which al3o occurs at Ottawa, but is only known by its very charac-

teristic sub-pentagonal column.

I*

jl

Pi

GLYPTonRiNus PRiscus, Billings.

Plate VII. Figures ^ 7-]/.

(G. misers, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 287.)

Dcscripfioti.—The cup of this species is pretty regularly oval,

covered with smooth plates and surmounted hy ten long undivided

fingers or free rays, which are densely fringed with two rows of

piniiuia,'. A strong rounded carina, or ridge, ruas up each of the

primary rays, and, dividing into two upon the centre of the third

plate, sends a branch up each of the secondary rays to the base of

the fingers; the carinas are also divided upon each of the basal plates,

and coalesce into one on the centres of the first primary radial plates;

in the azygos inter-radius a sixth ridge ascends to tlie top of the

cup, dividing the space into two parts about equal ; it bifurcates

below on the centre of the large azygos, one branch proceeding to

the centre of each of the two contiguous first primary radial plates.

The basal plati>s are of a moderate size, but the first radials are large,

broad, and in contact with each other by their upright lateral

margins. The joints of the free rays are thin and very closely set.

The rays are also rather broadly rounded on the back. As to the

column, the only perfisct head in the collection has but a single joint

attached to its base, but the columns found associated with it and

also those which have been observed in the Trenton limestone at

Ottawa, along with the fnigments of the heads of individuals of this

species, are round, with the large joints rather thick and rather

nodulose. I think this species grew to a very large size; but the

evidence is not sufiicient to connect positively the small specimen

ii
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examined with the large ten-fingered fragments found in the Trenton

limestone.

Exi;.ANATio}j OF FiorBKS. Plate VII.

X

View of the posterior siae of G. priscus.Figure la.

" 16. Anterior side of the same specimen.
" Ic, Id., Ic, If. Columns found associated with lo.

Locality and furmation.—One small perfect head collected at the

upper mouth of the cave at the fourth chute of the Bonnech^re, in

the County of Renfrew, in the Black River limestone. Fragments
of the heads and columns apparently referable to this species are

common in the Trenton limestone at Ottawa.

Glyptocrinus ramulosus, Billings.

(G. Ramulosus, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 258.)

Dcscrii)tion.—The cup of this species very much resembles that of

G. priscns. It is covered with smooth plates, and the primary and

secondary rays are strongly keeled, but the base is broader, the basal

plates smaller in proportion to the size of the body, and there are

twenty free arms springing from the margin instead of ten, as in G,

jmscjis. The arms also are several times bifurcated at various dis-

tances from the top of the cup, while those of the former species

remain single to their extremities ; the pinnulne are in two rows, and

from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch in length ; the ossicula of

the arms are very thin, and interlock with each other so deeply that

each seems to extend completely across, giving the appearance of

but a single series of joints where in flict there are two. Near the

base of the arms there are two joints in about one line, but higher

up there are from four to eight in the same length. The arms are

regularly rounded on the back, and comparatively slender, being

scarcely more than one line in diameter at the base of the largest

specimens. In the specimens examined four of the plates of each of

the secondary rays are included in the general test of the body. The

column is round, and at the base of the cup the large projecting

joints are thin, sharp-edged, and crowded close together ; they gra-

dually become farther apart as the distance from the base of the cup

increases, until at length Miey are from one to three lines removed

from each other. Between these large joints the column is composed

of very thin plates with crenulated margins, the projecting teeth of
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one plate fitting into the corresponding notches of those in contact

with it above and below. The edges of the large joints are nodulose,

and the column is much larger at the base of the cup than at its

lower extremity. One specimen tapeis from one-fourth of an inch

to one-eighth in a length of fifteen inches.

The form oJ e alimentary canal appears to vary in different parts

of the same arxi, being usually more or less star-shaped, but
sometimes circular. The separate large joints are generally seen in

the shape of flattened rings, with the outside margin thick and
rounded, but thinned down to a sharp edge around the perforation

of the centre.

The columns of this species very much resemble those of Schizo-

crinus nodosus (Hall, Palaeontology of New York, vol. i,, pi. JO), and
were always so called in Canada, until a number of specimens were
found with the hec is attached. The figures and description of that

species however given by Professor Hall, show that it had four plates

in the primary rays, and must be therefore not only specifically but

generically distinct from G. ramulosus. I think that a large propor-

tion of those great columns so common in the Trenton limestone on
the Ottawa should be referred to this species and to G. priscus.

Specimens four or five feet in length are sometimes seen in the

quarries, and some of the crushed heads, including the arms, are

seven inches in length.

A highly interesting specimen in the cabinet oi Dr. Van Cortlandt

of the city of Ottawa, consists of the inside of a cup two inches

and a half in length and one inch and seven-eighths in diameter,

at the base of the free arms. It had been completely embedded

in the stone, but by some means the body has been extracted,

leaving all the plates lining the cavity in their natural position.

Each of the plates has a small tubercle in its centre, on the inside.

The impression of a fragment of the column one inch and a half in

length from the base of the cup downwards still remains. The
characters of the column are precisely those of many of the large

ones usually seen without the heads attached. If therefore any of

these large columns belong to this species, then in their advanced

age they must have lost their nodulose character, because they are

smooth instead of nodose, as is the case with the smaller specimens

in the collection of the Survey which have the heads attached. It

appears to me that in all the species of Ghjptocnnus the columns

were ornamented until past the middle age, and that afterwards they

became plain.
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Explanation of Fiodres. Flatks YII. and VIII.

Plate 7, figure 2a. A cup of medium size.

" 26. Portion of the column near tbe base of the cup,

" 2c-2/. These figures represent different parts of a veiy long fiolumn.

Plate 8, figure la. A crushed specimen, with part of tho column attached.

" 16. The column of la, enlarged.

" Ic, Id. Columns found along with la.

Locality and formation,—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa, Island

of St. Joseph, in Lake Huron.

Glyptocrinus marginatus, Billings.

Plate IX. Figure la.

(G. MARQiNATUS, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 260.)

Description.—The plates of this fine species are all margined by a

strong elevated border, the effect of v, \ is to give to the surface

a beautifully reticulated appearance. The only specimen in the

collection is crushed, but then the size of the plates near the bottom

shows that it had a broad, rounded base, and that its general form

was sub-globular. The azygos inter-radial space contains ten plates

below the level of the base of the secondary rays ; the rays are all

carinated, and there is also an upright row of small plates (in the

ceiitre of the azygos inter-radial space) which exhibits a faint keel.

There are four or five of the f condary radial plates included in the

cup. A piece of the column two inches and a half in length remains

attached, and shows that the large joints at the base of the cup of

this species were much thicker, and consequently not so sharp-edged

as those occupying a similar position in the other species.

The length of this cup from the base to the free arms is one inch

and a half, and the breadth about the same. The column is four

lines in diameter, and in the length of two inches and a half there

are twenty-one large joints with the same number of others a little

smaller, each situated half way between two of the largest. The

arms are not preserved in the specimen.

This species also grew to a large size, and was closely related to

both G. jyrisais and G. ramnlosus.

Explanation op Fiquuks. Plate IX.

Figure la. View of the only specimen collected.

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone. City of Ottawa.

iiii
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Glyptocrinus ornatus, Billings.

Plate IX. Figure 2a.

(G. onNATTO, Report Geological Survey of Canada, 1856, page 2C0.)

Description.-—In the specimens of this species chat have been

collected tlie cup is broad-oval, the base well rounded, but narrower

than the upper extremity; the rays (as in the other species) are

keeled, and there are ten long, slender, undivided free arms, as in

G. priscus. Each of the plates is ornamented with five or six sharp

ridges, which radiate from the centre, thus covering the body with

numerous stars with triangular interspaces. The column is round,

and the large joints are thin, sharp-edged, and distant from each

other half a line at and near the base of the cup in a specimen of

the ordinary size.

Length of the cup in several specimens, a little more than half

an inch ; diameter at the base of the free rays, about the same ;

diameter of column at the base of the cup, about one line.

The surface ornament of this species is very like that of G.

dccadacti/Ius (Hall) of the Hudson River group ; but there is a very

decided difference in the form of the columns of the two. Those

figured by Professor Hall have the large joints very thick and

rounded, while in G. ornatus they are exceedingly thin and sharp-

edged ; some of our specimens are very like the figure of G. basalis

(McCoy), given on page 180 of Sir Roderick Murchison's Siluria,

Ist edition. In Sedgwick and McCoy's British Pahieozoic Rocks,

(p. 57) however, that species is described by Prof. IVIcCoy as having

the pelvic plate immediately below the large inter-radial space,

hexagonal, and supporting upon its upper truncated margin the

large inter-radial. In our species all the pelvic plates are very

small and pentagonal. To both the English and New York species

ours is evidently closely allied.

Explanation op Figuiies. Plate IX.

Figure 2a. Anterior side of a specimen of G. ornatus.

Locallfij and formation.—Upper half of the Trenton limestone,

City of Ottawa.

I ^:
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Glyptocrinus lacuno.sus.

Plate VIII. Figures 3m-3c.

(G. L 'cnNOSCS, Report Geologirul Survey of Canada, 1856, page 201.)

Description.—This species is clmracterized by its very large basal

plates, one of which, that beneath the azygos inter-radial space, is

hexagonal, and supports upon its upper truncated edge the first

azygos inter-radial. The surface of the body is completely covered

with small rugose pits and wrinkles ; the rays become free at the

second or third secondary radial plate ; they divide immediately after

becoming free, at least once, perhaps again above, but the specimens

do not shew them perfectly above the first sub-division. The body

is sub-globular, about three-quarters of an inch in length, and the

same in breadth.

The column is round, and when once carefully examined is easily

distinguished from that of any other species occurring in the Trenton

limestones. The large joints are proportionally very broad and

projecting, while the constrictions between them are wide and deep.

At the distance of from six to ten inches from the base of the cup

the large joints disappear altogether, and the column becomes

smooth, like that of the genus Rhodocrinns. In one specimen, at

the distance of three inches from the base of the cup, the large

joints are nearly one line in thickness at their edges, and are two

lines distant from each other ; they are also two and a half lines in

diameter ; the constricted portion of the column between them is

scarcely one line.

E.XPLAKATION OP FlOCRES. PlATB VIII.

Figure 3o. A specimen witli part of the column attached,

" 36. Fragment of a different specimen.

" 3c, 3(/, ie. Columns of this species.

Locality and formation.—Upper half of the Ti'enton limestone.

City of Ottawa.
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RiiODOCKiNUS PYRiFOUMis, Billings.

Plate VI. Figures la-Id.

(TiiYSANOcniNrs [RnoDOcniNUs] pyuiformis, Report Geol. Survey of Canada, 1856, p. 263.)

Description.—Cup, conical or pyriform, the adult specimens about

two inches in length and one inch and a half in their greatest
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diameter, vvliich is near the base of the free rays. Tlic basal plates

are pciitagoiuil, with an obscurely-rounded ridge across their base

;

sub-radials, hexngonal, each supporting upon its truncated upper

margin a large inter-radial. The first primary radial on each side of

the azygos inter-radial space is hexagonal, the other three are penta-

gonal ; the second plates in the rays are hexagonal, and the; third

heptagonal ; each of the latter supporting upon its upper sloping

edges the bases of two 8(?condary rays, which become free at the

third or fourth plate, thus furnishing ten arms, which divide at not

quite one-fourth of an inch from their base, and again at half an inch
;

the full grown arms are again subdivided, some of them once, others

twice. The arms are comparatively short, not exceeding two inches

in length in a specimen whose cup measures one inch and a half in

length. The ossicula which constitute the double series of joints of

the free rays or arms, are obtusely cuneiform, the tw^o rows inter-

locking with each other so slightly that the points of the joints

extend but a short distance across the centre of the back of the

arm ; there are two ossicula to one line in length in that portion of

the arm at the base which is situated next the cup, and below the

first 8ub-div'sion ; the arm here is scarcely one line in thickness.

All the plates are smooth or slightly granulated on their surface ; in

some of the specimens there is a trace of an obscurely-elevated

margin round the plates, and there is also a broadly-rounded keel,

not very prominent, upon each of the primary and secondary rays.

The column is round, slender, amiulated, with thin but round-

edged projecting joints, for several inches below the bottom of the

cup ; it then becomes smooth, and continues of an uniform size to

the base of attachment, which consists of a number of root-like

branches. The annulated portion of the column is usually found a

little curved, but the smooth, cylindrical portion is alwa3's straight,

and in this part there are about ten joints to two lines of the length

;

near the cup there are three or four annulations to two lines. The

diameter of the column is from one and a half to two lines and

a half, and the length varies greatly ; one specimen, a very perfect

impression of the head, column and root, all in their natural connec-

tion, measured but seventeen inches :n length ; a fragment of the

smooth portion of a column still lying in the rock measures thirty-

seven inches and a half. At Ottawa, in the upper part of the

Trenton limestone, there are fragments of smooth, round columns,

four or five lines in diameter, which appear to be a large variety of

this species.

;J
^
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EXPLAMATIOV OF FlOURIS. PlATB VI,

Figure 1(1. A specimen with ]iart of tlio column attached.

" 16, Ic. Cruulied Bpcciniens.

" Id. The radix of lliis specici.

Locality nml funnatinn.—Tronton liinostoiio, City of Ottawa, plen-

tiful ; also in tho upper part of the same formation, aroiiiid the haso

of the mountain at Montreal, where the columns are rather common.

RiiODocuiNi's MicuonASALis, Billings.

Plate VI. Figure 2.

(TiiYSANOcniNUS [RiiODOcniNUs] MiCROBAHALiH, Rcp. Geol. Survey of Canada, 185C, [). 204.)

Dcscr'nition.—The specimens for wliich the above specific name is

proposed are about five-eightlis of an inch in lieight, and the same
or a little more in breiidth at the top. They are cup-shaped, and
uniformly expanding from the narrow base upwards. The basal

plates arc so small that they can only be well seen when the column
is removed. The rays are keeled, and all the plates of the body
exhibit obscure, radiating ridges, somewhat similar to those of

Glijytncrinus ornatus, but not so prominent. The column is round,

annulated in its upper and smooth in its lower part. I have not

seen either the root or the arms.

This species is closely allied to R. pyri/nrmis, but differs in its

much smaller size, in the comparative minuteness of the pelvic

plates, and also in the character of the surface. R. pjrijhrmis is a

large, smooth species, but this one has a surface ornamented with

stars, only well seen however on good specimens.

Locality amiformation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

The
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Gcmis Reteochinus, Billings.

Gnimc characters.—This remarkable genus has no perfectly formed

plates. The cup consids of a reticulated skeleton, composed of

rudimentary plates, each consisting of a central nucleus, from which

radiate from three to live stout processes. Of such plates there are

five in the basal series, five in the sub-radial, and five in the radial

series. On the azygos side the sub-radial has five processes; the

others have four each. I i
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Tho principal (lifforcnco betwocni this promis and such genera as

Dendrvcrimis, Porocrinus, FaloDcrinus, and Cijathocrinus, consists in

tho incomi)It't(MU!SH or rudimentary cliaracter of it** plates. The
arrangement uf the parts of thu skeleton is the same.

RETEbCRINUS STELLA RIS, killings.

Plate IX. Figures 4«-4e.

Descrljifion.—Tho cup of this species appears to be about five

lines in height and six lines in width. The projecting processes of

the plates, and also the joints of the arms to lirst bifiircution, are

rounded on tho outside, and half a line in thickness. The lirst joint

of the right anterior ray (which is the first i)rimary radial,) has three

processes, the upper one of which supports an arm, while tho two
lower rest, one of them on one of the upper processes of the azygos

sub-radial and the other upon a process of the right anterior sub-

radial. It is probable that the other rays are constructed and

situated in nearly the same manner. The azygos sub-radial has live

processes, three above and two below. The central of the three

upper processes supports an upright series of joints (as represented

in figure 4rt, plate 9). If this series of joints constitute a true arm,

then there must be six arms in this species. The right arm divides

above the fourth joint; I have not seen the other arms distinctly.

The spaces between tho arms are occupied by numerous sniail

stellate plates, which may have belonged either to an integimient

connecting the arms, or to the covering of the abdomen. The

column is round, and composed of very thin plates near the base of

the cup. At the distance of about one inch and a half below the

base of the cup the joints alternate in tliickness

None of the specimens collected are perfect, and the characters of

the species therefore have not been fully ascertained.

EXPLAKATION OF FuiUBES. PlATK IX.

Figure 4a.

" 46.

View of tho anterior side of a specimen.

A specimen retaining a piece of tiic column ; 4c, several of the joints

enlarged. They appear to be nearly equal iu size, and sharp-cdgud

at the base of the cup.

" 4'/, 4e. Fragments of this species.

[In 4a and 4e the small stellate plates between the arms are represented.]

Locality and formation.—Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.
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Hin'KocuiMTsV rrMUKiATUs, BiIliii','H.

riatn IX. Fi.-,'nivH n</-3r.

Di;scr!pti(tii.—Lnijitli nl' tlic only spocimeii discovcrrd, iiicliidliig

the ui'ins, aboiif lilU'cii liiirs; biiHiil {iliitcH, iiiiiiuto ; Niib-riuliiils, oiio

liiu' ill lifiylit ; iiiiiis, several times diviilecl jiiid ("iiriiislied with piii-

iiuiii'. At the apt x i»l' each ol' the basal plates there is an ii|t(Mturo

halt'a line in witlt.h, and another (»!' the saiim si/e at the lower anylo

of ciu'li llrst primary nidial. 'i'lie [irimary rays, so fur as they hiivo

been observed, consist each ol' throe })lutc.s, the lirt' heptaironal, the

second hexaiional, and the third pentagonal,—tlu; spaces botn'oen

them filled with very small i»hites. A siiiule joint of tlie column

leinains attached to the base of tiie cm[). It is ji tagonr' with

slightly concave faces and ratlu'r sharp angles.

The s[iecinieii is very imperfect, and it is with much doubt that i

refer it to the genus Jlc/cocrim/s.

;t' '

I!

lOxi'LAXATio.N Of Fi(iiiii:s. I'LAii; IX.

Figure 3((, Tlio only spci'lmiii (li.-novcrL'cl.

" 'ill. Tho biise, cnliirjfod
;

tlic iiiislmded pentagonal spuce showa the form of

the iippcr joint of the culiinin.

" lie. Ono of the fti'UH, with soino of the pinnulin attnclicd, enlarged.

Lnnt/i/'i (iiiil foniKtfinii.—Hudson Jliver group, Charh>ton Point,

Anticosti.

' i

SvuiX(;o('Kixi;s rAU'ADOxicrs, JUllings.

riate X. Figure M.

Drscrijilinn.—Of th' ' criiioid no perfect specimens have been

collected. The fragment llgiired exhibi;:. in the side exposed two

series of polygonal ))lates, so arningcJ that they appear to constitute

part of a tube, one half of which (probably composed of two other

series of plates,) is buried in the stone. At one extremity (the lower

end in the tigiire,) this tube is one liiu^ and and a half in diameter;

but as it appears to be ilatlened by pressm-e, its thickness did not

probably nuich exceed one line when not distorted. At the other

end it seems to be somewhat larger, but this may be owing to the

separation of tln^ plates. At this extremity also there appears to be

V.
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attached to the main body of the tube an additional part, composed

of numerous small, elongated, irregular plates, placed transversely.

That this curious fossil is part of a crinoid, I have not the least

doubt ; and further, it seems quite certain that it does not belong

to any known genus. The above generic and specific names are

proposed for it provisionally.

Locality andformation.—Trenton limestone, Beauport, near Quebec.



Genus COMATULA.

Memoir on the Star-Fish of the geiius Comatida, demonstrative of the

Pentacrinm europceus being the young of our indigevav^ species.

By John V. Thompson, F.L.S., Deputy Inspector-General of

Hospitals. Communicated by Sir James M'Grigor, F.R.S. •

[Extracted fiom Jameson's Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, vol. xx., p. 295.]

" If we were told by any traveller that he had visited an unknown
region, where the animals dropt their eggs on trees and shrubs, which

there fixed themselves and shot up like parasitic plants on a long stem,

gradually evolving, at their extreme end, member after member and

function after function, until the young animals became so perfect

as to resemble their parents in every essential point,—when their

attachment to the connecting foot-stalk was dissolved, and they

became free and locomotive, and betook themselves to the wandering

life of the parent stock ! few could be got to believe facts so incredible,

and so much at variance with the course of nature, as made manifest

everywhere and from all time ; but if established on incontestable

evidence, the highest degree of surprise and admiration would neces-

sarily supplant our incredulity,—voyages would be undertaken, and

the curious of every country would flock to witness such an extraor-

dinary anomaly, at the greatest risk and expense. If, then, a fact so

contrary to our experience relating to the superior classes of animals

should be capable of exciting so great a degree of interest, it may be

presumed that au analogous circumstance, now for the first time

actually discovered in an animal belonging to one of the inferior

classes, must be considered at least as highly worthy of the attention

of the philosophic naturalist.

" It is no uncommon thing, in the inferior classes of the animal

kingdom, to find animals permanently attached from the period of

their birth, and during the whole time of their existence, familiar

examples of which we have in the oyster, anomia, and various other

..t

• Read before the Royal Society of London, in June, 1835.
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bivalve shell-fish, and in numerous compound animals of the classes

Zuojtliyia anil Tnriisoiiii. 1 luive also sliown, in my niomoirs on the

Cirripedcs, examples of animals beiiii!,' free and hx'omotive in their

first staycs, and altm'wards becoming pennanently lixed • but an

animal uiowini." for a period as it were a llower, fixed by its stem,

and tht'ii (ii'oppini'- fiom ils pedicle and becoming, dui'ing the re-

mainder of its life, free and locomotive, is not only new, but without

any parallel in the whole range of the organized part of the creation.

No wonder, then, that any naturalist, on tlu^ first discovery of the

young animal in its first or lixed stage of (!xistence, should consider

it as belonging exclusively lo those which are known to bci perma-

nently fixed ; analogy would permit no other conclusion to bo formed,

and conserpieiitly it could be classed with noia; other except the

Crinoidca', out; known genus of which tribe participates with

C'lmatiiltt in being locomotive in its advanced stagi^ ; so that this

circumstance connects all these animals into an inseparable gronj),

with which \\w present static of our knowledge will not permit us

to associate anv other of the Asteriu,'.

I'i}.'. 1'.).

Fiffuro 19. Adult Cumatuld iln-anfiiioa.

ft-

" A\'lien, therelbre, 1 formerly described the young of the ('(11111//1//11*

as a new s[>ecie'S ol /' 'i/ncniN/s, no person could have suspecie<l so

anomalous and unexpected a result, as ilial il was die voiuig state of

this curious star-iish, an animal not only I'ree, bm leadinir the most

vagrant lit*) of any of '!ie tribe with which it has hitherto been asso-

ciat(.'d by naturalists,—at one time crawlinualioutamonu'st submarine

plants, al others iloating to and fro, adlieriiii:' lo iliin fragments by

means of its dors.il cla-'[»ei's, or even swimiiiinL;' about after the

m

* Miinuir on I'' nlnoiiiHs cttnijiaus. Vuvk, 182T.

iWi
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manlier of the Mcdnsai. In swiiniiiing, the movoincnts of the arms

of the CiiiiKiniht iWAvAyj resemble the iilternutiiig strokes given by tlie

Mciliisii: to th(! Ji([\ud element, and have the same ellect, eaushig the

animal to raisi; itself from tlu! bottom, and to advance, back foremost,

even more rapidly than the Medusa. Fig. li) represents a Q/malula,

after liaving delivered its stroki; to the water.

" Tlie evidence ot ]\iil(tcrhivs being the young of Coma/ ala, refits

upon a con'ipnrison of the individuals ligunul,—20, 21, and 22, 23,

—

the lormer btjing an advanced rciitacrinns just beginniug to form

pinnae, an<l the latter the youngest Comaiuhi ever takcm l>y dredging.

In the Pciiiarrhuix, it is to be obst^rved that the arms are just begin-

ning to Ibrm piuiia; towards their extremities, that they have the

snlphiir-y<'ll()\v color iiiid dark marginal spotting observable in the

other, which sli(>\vs, in like mnnner, that the upper pimitc are lir.st

formed ; here, ligs, 22, 2'-), we have aljout three pairs of pinua;, with

two intervening arliculiitions of the arm ])etween each, then three

articuli (counting from the apex downwards), and an additional ^lair

of [)iiin;t' just beginu' -g to sprout. From this to th(! base of the arm

are llvi' more articuli, as yet without any pinn;e, the base of each arm

ou either side presenting one long piiuia appropriat"*] to the service

of the mouth. On turning the animal over, the dor.-^al cirri are found

to have increased froui livt; to nine, sin'eral of them presenting the

a[tpearance of recent formation. Individuals a little older are com-

paratively common, in whiidi the pinna! are complete, and from this

period they a[)|)i>ar to form regularly at the apex of the arm, as this

goes on extending in length. These small Comalulir fst\\\ retain the

original sulphur-yellow color towards the; a[)ici'S of the arms, the

lower p;n-t and body assuniing the characteristic red of the achdt

C'lnia/ii/a. Fnnn observalions re[)eatedly ma<le, I think it, most pro-

bable that I he (Joniatnia; attain their I'nll growlh uj one year, so as to

be in a condition to j>ropagate their kind the sunnuer following that

of their birth. At that time (viz., ]\Iay and June,) these full grown
individuals have the membranous ex[»ansiou inside each of the pinnae

considerably exteni1eil,at least as lliras the fifteenth or twentieth pair;

these, which are the matrices or conce[)tacula, at length shew thein-

selvt's distended \\ilh the ova, which in .Inly, and even earlier, make

theii' exit throimh a round aperinre on the fascial side of'each coiicep-

tacidnm, siill, however, adhering togelher in a roundi-^h cluster of

about a hundred each, by means of the extension and connection of

their umbilical cords. I'.y what nnums these ova are dis[)ersed, or how
they become atlaelu'tl to the stems and branches ot'eoi'ullines, i-emains

\ I

i i
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to be discovered ; but it is strongly to be suspected that the animal

is gifted with the power of placing them in appropriate situations,

otherwise we should find them indiscriminately on fuci, shells, stones,

etc., which does not appear to be the case. However this may be, if

we are allowed to assume that the Pentacrimis ciiropaiis is the young

of Comatnla, we first perc^. e the dispersed and attached ova in the

form of a flattened oval di.sk, by which it is permanently fixed to the

spot selected, giving exii to in obscurely-jointed stem, ending in a

club-shaped head, as in lig. 25, e, in which individual the animal is

sufficiently advanced to shew the incipient formation of the arms and

the mouth with its tentacula, by means of which it obtains the food

Fid, 2i

Fig. 21. Fig. 20. Fig. 23.

f

I

Figures 20 mill 21. An individuul of tlie natural size, and magnified, still more deve-

loped tlian 25, f, beginning lo f'ovni pinna- towards the ends of the arms, as atu,6;

in this tiic cirri or clasiiers at tlie hack of the animal are very distinctly seen.

Fignres 22 and 23. A very young Comatula of tlic natural size, and magnilicd
;

X«, the veut, in front is the star-like mouth; b, b, two of he dorsal cirri.

necessary to its successive growth. At (/ of the same figure is another,

sonaewhat more advanced, in which all tlie ossicula of the arms are

obvious, as far as the bifurcation. At the letters a, b, and c, are repre-

sented what I coiisidcreil formerly as com))let(!ly formed Pcntacrhu,

(«) from the position slievviug the valvular mouth, and (x) the an:.!

aperture : (li) shows mo.st ch'urly the cirri or cl;»sp('r.s at tlie top of the

stem, and (r) that the living i)rincipl(! extend throughout the entire

fabric demonstrated by the varied muvnnciitst of the pedicle. At a

later period I observed individuals shewing a still Iiigher degree of
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development, figure 21, and m which the arms had the appearance

of bifurcating twice towards their extreme ends, and had become
of a sulphur-yellow color, with a zone of dark colored spots along

either margin.

' Another circumstance confirmatory of these being the young of

Comatula is derived from these Pentacr'mi being first seen about the

time of the dispersion of the ova of the ComatJilcB, and again entirely

disappearing in September, the only season when young Comatula are

to be obtained, and such as are represented in figs. 22, 23. In these

l'"ig. ii. ¥iic. 26. Fig. titi.

Figure 24.

V 25.

Penlacrinus europmus. A group, natural size.

The same, magnified
; /, the basis ; e and d, two individuals in early

stages of growth; a, b, c, fully developed individuals
; at +, letter a,

the anus is seen, and below it the mouth of tlie animal.

26. Part of one of the am s seen in face ; a, ova protruding from the concep-

tacula ; 6, ova just beginning to make their exit; c, one as yet filled

with the ova ; d, ova magnified.

til!

: 1

the points of resemblance to advanced Pe7itacrini have besn already

alluded to, and it is quite evident, that since they became detached,

pinnae must have been added in both directions, both towards the
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Jipoxfind rlowiiwards towards ili(> base of tlio arms. Thoso specimens

vvliicli liavo niail(^ a linilicr pronress are plciitiCiil, and luiviJ all the

piniin'coinplftcM]()\vii to the l)it'iur:.tioii, willi a lewadditioi!;)! claHpera

added at tlie bao'.. At lignn' 19, a middle-sized Coniutnf i. drcdiicniox

is given, as they appear in .i uk; wlien pregnant with ovu; ii. I at

fig. 20 is a portion oi' an arm magnilied, witli the ova beirinniiig to

esca})e fi'om tlie concvphicnla, whicii thiy do successively i'lom riie

base npwards. ^h\ JMiliar, in his labored Imt e.\c< ilent work on the

CVinoideie, has lignred our CoiiHi'iihi. in tliis stage us a, new species,

inider the tithiot" C fimbrinta ; imhied. n<t i/aturali«t wlio liad not

investigated their liabitudes in liu^ir own eienionl, ;nid at all seasons,

(.'ould possibly arrive at the knowledge of thi-* V(!iT nauirkable and

cuiio'is piece of econoniy, which mnj^ be cons'idei;'d as lUiiiiu

These aiiimais are further dislingritshed by the pecnlias ity of iinving

two openings -m the intestinal canal, by which they also dili'er from

the rest of the Asteri.i

.

"The great ab!,'i"'uiec of Comutiild-, in Ihe places they inhabit, is

not to be wondeved ut whe;j we are aware how exceedingly pndific

llu'y are; thus e;!!'Ii. arm may b(> estimated to bear thirty fruitful

conceptacles, each ])roducing about a hundred ova, and as there are

ten such, this gives liO,000 ! as the amount of ova produced by a

single individual."
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PUITK I.

l'»I,AST(HDO('IUNi:S ('AU('ir\ltI.KI>KNS (pillt*' 1"^).

Figure \it-\h. Deltoiil pIiitcH df li. nirrlinriri'iliit.i.

'• 1/. Silk? view of ii rfiiociiiicii whicli !iiis llii'cu oI'Mie mys (mi'tly jirfHi'i'Viid.

" lA'. Tlio siiiue, SL'eu fVoiii aliovi'.

•' I/. Vertifiil section, slii-wiiif; tiio position ot'tlio coIumiii in tlif inlrrioi'.

" \iii. Fnirfnicnt of tin; Imso, slicwin;,' tli(! luiumoi' in wliicli llic coliinMi

jicnotnitcs into llie visceral cnvily.

" l/(. Uiulur side ol' lin.

" ly-ls. HniiiU iientiiftoniil crinoiiliil irniuin> found associatcil wltli li.

rurchari/rili'iis.

IIviiOCiMN: > I'insiiMs (payc; H'-i).

I'igiire 2((. Left siilo of a S]iccinii>n wliio'ii ii'iains a jiortiori of tin- loliunii an^

iiai't of oiii' of till' arms.

Pachyo(;rinus cuASSiuASAr^is (pag(^ 22).

Figure .'!f/. View of tlic l)ase of the only siieeinien tolieeleil.

" :<h. Sidi' view of the anmo.

RhODOCUINUS ASPKRAXrs (pailO 27).

Figure 4(/. Side view of a sjiecinieii.

" 4/'. Vi(!W of tlie liasc.

" 4c. A radix found in the ^nme slab along with 4fr.

" 4(1. Portion of the surface of tr, magnified. The joints of this column

appear to bo composed near the root of five pieces each, whicli

interlock, as rci)re.-;ented in tlie tigtire 4*/.

" 4('. Transverse seclimi of ll\e column near the root.

lil

1

hi

PAi.j'jHiRiNrs s'lUiATrs (page 2o).

Figure ixi. I'osterior side of a u(!arly perfect specimen.

" ."i/i. Suniuul of !hc same, shewing llie nniliuliicivil orilicrs and grooves.

\i

MallhcWsMoille
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It-OSTI'iVBHN.

PL^Th: II.

IIyuochini s TiiMimts (iiiige '2S).

Fit(iiri' 1(1. Virw of tlio luitorior side of ii ><|n'<'itii('ii, allowing tliu iizygoH plfttea.

" \h-lil. Dillcrciil vii'ws (it'ollu'i- H|n'(niii('iiH.

" ic. A |K(li.slio(l truiHVoi-si,' (H'ctitiii just l)i'lo\v llip hnsn of tlio iirniH, slicwinjf

lliu cliiiiiiiL'l-! in the piiiimry riuliul pliilcM for tlio iiiiildiliitrul orilircs

Figure '111. Ri^lil -^iilu of 11 sin-'ciuicii uf llic average size.

" 2b. Lell diile of iiimllier tiimciiiicii.

CAJJAnocuiNCS UADiA'rrs (page 31).

Figure 3u. View of I lie luitorior aide, shewing tiie a/.ygua inter-radius.

" '.ib. I>iis(> of I lie Slime siieciiiien.

" ;(c. I'ostei-iuf side iif a dilUrenl specimen.

" .'!(/. W'Uliiil siirfaei; of a .siuall iiulividuiii. In the centre of the lower side

of the ligiiro is tlie moutii, and directly above it lliu snntll anal

aiierlme.

" 3c. Ventral siiifaeo of a larger specimen, shewing obscurely the five

ambulaeral groove:}. The three round darkly-shaded spots appear

to be apertures accidentally produced.

i

Caraisockim s VAX('(»irrr,A.\DTi (]>ngo -^2).

Figure 4 repre=ent.s the posterior side of the specimen.

Pouocuixi's coNicu.s (page 04).

Figures Dc, .Ih. I'osterinr views of two specimens.

" Th'. Anterior side of a sin'einieii, eiil'irged to shew the nzygos plates and

[loriferous areas.

. " Od. Ventral surface of .')('.

ii'Wi. .Mnnlied
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PL.JTE in.

DiiNKKocmxrs GRFOAiars (page 3<5).

Figure In. Posterior view of a specimen.

" :l). The left side.

" le. Column, enlarged.
111

Dendrockixus acutidactylus (page 37).

Figure 2ti. Posterior side of a specimen.

" 26. Portion of the column, enlarged.

Dendrockinus prouoscidiatus (page 38).

Figure 3fl. Anterior side.

" :ib. Part of surface of 1 roboscis, enlarged,

" 3c. Portion of colurun, enlarged.

DKNDUOCRixrs iiu^riLrs (patro :19).

Figure 4. The only specimen discovered : posterior side.

Dexdrocklm's r-ATinRACHiATis (page 39).

Figur, Ml. View of tlie loft side, sliewing the left anterior ray, wliioh has the first

and second primary radials included iu tlie cup.

" f)/). View of the anterior side.

" 5'-. The posicri(jr side.

PaL.EOCRINU.s AXGUL.\rUS (pagt; 4-5).

Figure Ha. Left side of tlie only specimen discovered.

" O/i. Coluuiu. enlarged.

l)K\Dii<)('i{iNi"s Kt'si'irt s (pane II).

Figure In. A siiecimen very imperfect.

" "tti, A small [lortion of tiie column, enlarged.

I)i:\i)UO('i;i\is ovLiXDRici's (page 44).

I'igure Hn. Antericw ,-ide of D. njliin.'i irn.i. That which ap|tears to 'le a larue

arm near the left side is the proboscis.

" H/i. Part of llu! coluuin, a lillle enlaraeii
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DiON'nUdCK'iNcs c;o\.]rGANs (payr 1 1),

Figure 1«. Anterior nido.

" U. Column, a little enlarged.
" 2«. Hide view of a speeiineii.

" 2b. C(diimn of rianiu, eiilari^i'd.

LeCANOCRINUS LiEVI.S (putTti 47).

Figure 3u. A slightly crushed specimen.

Lkcanocrinus i:u-:oans (pngi; 47).

Figure 4«. A .'ipccimen she\viii|,r one of the Iie,\!i^conii,l basal plate =

U>. Several joinis of the coliitim, a litHi; enlarged.

Hetkrockints Canadkxsis (piiiic 4:5).

Figure ba. A Kpccimen with part of the eidiinin attached.
" r.6. Portion of the eoluinn, enlarged.

Anterior side of a dilibrent speeinien.

5'/. A .specimen which has the pinnula- preserved.

" 5r

IlETKUdCRlNCS 'I'KXUIS (piliiC oO).

Figure ()«. A specimen with jiart of llie cidnmii.

" •>/'. A few joints of the eoliimn, enlarged.

I See also IMale .\ . I

I!i:ri;R()('i.M\i:s i\.i:(;i- u.is (ptio'c ol).

figure 1,1 A ni'arly jierfeet specimen, hut so di^epiy i'nil)eddi;d in slum- that onlv

one side can In- seen.

Hi:ii:r(»ci{I\i s \i;iit'ii usis (piiirc -j 1 ).

Fignre 8. (»ni' of the rays of thi-c species.
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PLITR r.

CLEIOfUINI'S UKfillJS
(l

Figmv 1(1. A nearly per'x'ct cup of this species.

" \l'. The base, slicwiiife' llif smull l)u.--al plates, with the iiundrangnlar first

primary nulials lutwcrii them.

'' Ic, III, \e, uiid !/'. l''ragmeiitd uf tlie column.

" Ij,'. The bubo of tiie coliiinii.

Ci, rocRiNrs orandis (page r)4).

Figure 'iu. Portions of two individuals of this siiecics, which appear lu have
grown u[H)n tlie sumo spot.

" 2h. Fragment of u eulumii, eiMshed.

" 2c. Transverse section, showinj.'- tiio large alimentarr canal.

jTliis species occurs also at -Montreal, in tlie Trenton inii'<tone.)

riLKTOCUiNr.^! M.\f}> iFicrs (page -54).

Figure :). I'^ragment of the column of lliis species.

itliiewsMouiieal
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PLATE VI.

RiiODOCRiNUS PYKiPORMis (page 61).

Figure la. A specimen witli part of the column attached.

" li, If. Crushed specimens.

" l(t. The radix of this species.

Rhodocrinus microbas.\lis (page 6l3).

Figure 2. An imperfect specimen of this species.

RnODOCRINUS GIGAS.

Figure 3 is a fragment of the column of a large Rhodocrinua which occurs in th;-

upper part of the Trenton limestone, at tiie City of Ottawa. I have

not seen tlie cup, but as tliu columns are easily recognizable, I propose

the above name for tliem.

itilic^v^i.MuiiUi'al
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PLATE VII.

Glyptocrinus PRisciJS (page 56).

Figure \a. View of the posterior side of G. priscus.

" 16. Anterior side of the snine s'lecimen.

" Ir, Irf, ic, If. Columns found associated with la.

Glyptocrinus ramulosus (page 57).

Figure 2a. A cup of medium size.

" 26. Portion of the column near the base of the cup.

" 2c-2/. These figures represent different parts of a very long column.

[ See also Plate VIII. ]
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rLITK I III.

(jIlyi'I'ocuin'I's wAMri-osi's (paijfc •')7),

Pigiiro la. A cnisliod spccitni-n, with piirtof tlic (tolunin altiicliiMj.

" \b. Tli(! coliiinn of \ii, I'liliuKi'il.

" \r, \il. Coliiiiins ioiiiid uloriK with \<i.

" Ic. A pi rlion of one of thi' iii'ins, enlarged.

I
S.M> also IMiile Vir.

I

GLYPTOdKlNUS r,AOirNOSlTS (pago GI).

Figure 3«. A speciirion with part of the column altachod.

" '.ih. Frnf^nicnt of a diU'ormit specimen.

" 3c, 3'/, 3('. Columns of this species.

rrr.YPTOCRINlI.S QIUNQUEPARTITUS.

Figure Aa-ib. Columns such aa llin s|)i'cimcn represented by those figures are not

uncommon in the upper part of the Trenton limi.'stone, at the

City of Ottawa.
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PLATE IX.

Glyptocrinus marginatus (page 59).

Figure la. The only specimen collected. The part well exposed (represented in

the rlg'ht side of the figure) is the azygos inter-radius.

(jtLyptocrinus ornatus (page GO).

Figure 2a. Anterior side of a specimen of G. ornatus.

Reteocrinus fimbriatus (page 05).

Figure 3a. The only specimen aiscovered.

" 36. The base, enlarged ; the unshaded pentagonal space shews the form of

the upper joint of the column.

" Sr. One of tiie arms, with some of the pinnnLT atlaclied, enlarged.

Retlocrinits stellaris (page 64).

Figure 4a. View of the anterior side of a specimen.

" 46. A specimen retaining a piece of the column.

" 4r. Several of the joints enlarged. Tlicy appear to be nearly equal in size,

and sharp-edged at the base of tlie cup.

" 4ri, 4c. Fragments of this species.

[ In 4a and 4e tlie small stellate plates between the arms are represented.]

:ew8.Monit&i1
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PL^TE X.

Heterocrinus tenuis (page 50).

Figure Ih. Heterocrinus tenuis, from the Trenton limestone, near the City of

Montreal.

" \b. Part of column and base of another specimen on same slab.

" Ic. Enlargement of 16,

" Id, U. Other fragments on the same slab of stone.

[ See also Plate IV.

1

CauabocrinijS TUBERCULATiJS (page 33).

figure id. The only specimen collected.

" 26. Three joints of the cclumn, enlarged.

" 2r. One of the joints of the arms, enlarged.

Syringocrinus paradoxicus (page 65).

Figure 14. A specimen collected at Beauport.

COLUMNS OF ITNDETERMINED OENUS.

Figure 3. A quinquepartite column from tlie Trenton limestone, City of Ottawa.

" 4-?. Fragments from Hudson River group, Point William, Lake Huron.

•'
8. From Trenton limestone, Montreal.

•' 9. The same, enlarged.

" 10. From the Hudson River group, Anticosti.

" 11. The same, enlarged.

'• 12. A small striated column from the Trenton limestone, City of Montreal.

"
1.3. The same, enlarged.
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